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EFFORT INTENSITY AND TECHNICAL DIFFICULTY IN JUNIOR 

AEROBIC GYMNASTICS 
 

Intensitatea efortului și dificultatea tehnică în gimnastica aerobică-probe 
de juniori 

 
Bota Aura1, PhD.Prof., Urzeală Constanţa,  

PhD. Lect., Mezei Mariana, Prof. 
National University of Physical Education and Sports, Bucharest, Romania 

 
 
Rezumat. Scopul lucrării este de a identifica intensitatea efortului şi 

acurateţea tehnică a elementelor de dificultate la nivelul juniorilor care practică 
gimnastica aerobică. Metode. S-au utilizat studiul bibliografic, observaţia 
pedagogică, metoda computerizată de monitorizare a frecvenţei cardiace, 
analiza video, analiza fişelor de arbitraj şi metode statistice. Rezultate. Datele 
recoltate dovedesc nivele înalte ale intensităţii efortului, pentru toate elementele 
tehnice supuse analizei, fapt care are implicaţii în selectarea metodelor de 
antrenament. Concluzii. Gimnastica  aerobică solicită parametri de efort cu 
nivele extreme de înalte, în executarea elementelor de dificultate, ceea ce trebuie 
luat în considerare în antrenarea rezistenţei specifice şi a controlului 
neuromuscular. 

Cuvinte-cheie: intensitatea efortului, dificultate tehnică, gimnastica 
aerobică. 

 
Abstract. Purpose. The purpose of this study is to identify the effort 

intensity and technical difficulty accuracy in junior aerobic gymnastics. 
Methods. We used the bibliographical study, the pedagogical observation, the 
computerized  monitoring of the heart rate, routines’ video, referees’ sheets 
analysis and statistical processing methods. Results. Data collected prove high 
intensity levels for each of the required technical elements, fact which has 
implications for the selection of the training means. Conclusions. Aerobic 
gymnastics requires extremely demanding effort parameters in performing 
highly difficult elements, fact which influences the training content in terms of 
specific endurance and neuromuscular control. 

Key words: effort intensity, technical difficulty, aerobic gymnastics. 
 
Introduction 
 
This study is part of a more elaborate research intended to reveal a physiological model 

of effort in both junior and senior aerobic gymnastics events. In this perspective, the present 
paper emphasizes the heart rate curve in individual events, correlated with the gymnast ability 
to perform technical difficulty elements. 

In a physiological perspective, combinations of difficulty elements, aerobic steps 
together with arm movements, all performed to music create dynamic, rhythmic and 

                                                   
1coressponding author: aurabota@ymail.com;  
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continuous sequences of high and low impact structures. Generally speaking, routines should 
provide a high level of intensity. All three energy systems contribute at the start of the routine, 
but the contribution depends on the individual characteristics, the effort applied or on the rate 
at which energy is used.  

Performance Aerobic Gymnastics is a highly technical-combinative sport, with complex 
cinematic elements, demanding functional levels closed to physiological limits. Under the 
circumstances, the training programs requires a special attention directed to reaching a fine 
motor control requested in most of the technical elements, especially in high intensity routines 
(Schmidt, Lee, 2005).  

Studying competition model in aerobic gymnastics involve at least two levels of 
investigation: the biomechanical approach which needs to be thoroughly analyzed in order to 
determine performance proficiency and the physiological costs of the 1’30 min. specific effort 
in the individual events (Bota, 2007). In this paper, we will embrace the second approach, in 
order to identify the effort intensities in performing the technical elements with a high level of 
difficulty, according to the FIG Code of points. Valuable information regarding physiological 
costs in competition settings, leads to adjusting the training methods so that technical accuracy 
under functional stress conditions should be available. Thus, coaches can avoid trauma or 
overtraining and get the best possible performance in the target competitions (Willmore, 
Costill, 1998). 

In an energetic perspective, according to different authors (Dragnea, Teodorescu, 2002, 
Popescu, 2005). The competition effort in aerobic gymnastics is included in the short 
endurance category, considered as a lactic anaerobic type, the energy being supplied by the 
muscle glycogen.  

The energetic resources should cover all composition requirements, including technical 
elements, specific steps, arm movements and transitions. 

To meet the artistic standards, a choreography must demonstrate creativity and sports 
specific content, meaning a variety of movements and a high degree of correlation between the 
music, movements and the competitors expressions. The routine must show a balance between 
airborne, standing and floor-work difficulty elements and between high and low impact aerobic 
movements. A maximum of ten difficulty elements for the individual events must be 
performed by each competitor. Technical elements from the four fundamental groups are rated 
a difficulty quotient between 0 – 1 point (FIG Code of Points, 2009-2012).  

The balance of the upper and lower body movements should be evenly distributed, their 
simultaneous performing raising both the complexity and creativity and the physiological 
costs. 

Aim. The present paper aims to identify the heart rate curve in individual events, 
correlated with the technical difficulty elements, in junior aerobic gymnastics. 

Methods 
 
The research purpose meeting requires the bibliographical study, the pedagogical 

observation and the case study. A computerized method was used for assessing the effort 
zones, by means of a Polar ProTrainer 425C heart rate monitor, as well as the routines’ video, 
referees’ sheets analyzing and statistical processing methods. 

Content of the experiment 

The subject of this research is a 12 years old gymnast from CS UNEFS Bucharest who 
has highly relevant performances being the best athlete of her age group, at the national level. 
Her technical skills and body type are considered important clues, relevant for her future 
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development as a senior gymnast. At the same time, we can assert that she is, to a great extent, 
the result of a consistent training strategy, whose functional approach is emphasized in this 
case study. 

The subject was applied the heart rate monitor, during three consecutive routines, in 
order to analyze the specific effort curve in the individual event. The effort curve was 
correlated with the structure of the routine, allowing us to identify the technical elements with 
the most demanding functional costs, and therefore susceptible to be optimized in sports 
training.  

The research took place in October 2011, before the National Championships, in the 
UNEFS gym hall, during a test training. The gymnast potential was at her peak, fact that 
sustained our research purpose, that is to correlate the effort intensity levels with the technical 
elements’ performance accuracy.  

After the competition, the referees’ sheets were analyzed in order to identify which and 
how many technical elements were validated by the judges, thus proving that proper training 
content for each of them can lead to excellent performance even if the gymnast does her 
routine at maximal exertion levels.  

Results 

The technical elements included in the subject’s routine were attached the following 
heart rate values, as measured with the Polar Trainer:  

  
Table 1.  Correlation between technical elements and functional exertion 

 

No. 

 
Technical 
element 

 

Difficulty 
group 

Average 
HR 

Effort 
intensity 

Difficulty 
quotient 

1. Frontal split jump 
to push up C - 735 168 - 170 Maximum 

intensity 0,50 

2. Straddle support 
1 ½ turn B - 105 190 – 192 Above 

maximum 0,50 

3. 1 ½ turn tuck 
jump C - 265 192 – 194 Above 

maximum 0,50 

4. 1 ½ turn to 
vertical split D - 115 194 – 196 Above 

maximum 0,50 

5. L support 1 ½  
turn B - 145 194 - 196 Above 

maximum 0,50 

6. Lifted wenson 
push up A - 144 192 - 194 Above 

maximum 0,40 

7. Helicopter to 
wenson A - 306 196 - 198 Above 

maximum 0,60 

8. Free illusion D - 195 194 - 196 Above 
maximum 0,50 

 
All technical elements included in the choreography, were validated by the judges: 

frontal split jump to push up, straddle support 1 ½ turn, L support 1 ½  turn, lifted wenson push 
up, helicopter to wenson, 1 ½ turn tuck jump, 1 ½ turn to vertical split, free illusion. 

We mention that the gymnast fulfilled her performance objective, by winning the 
National Aerobic Gymnastics Championship, in individual, trio and group events.  
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The average heart rate in the three consecutives routines registered values between 
maximum intensity and above maximum intensity for all the technical elements. 

The graph below shows that the gymnast performed in heart rate intervals between 130 
– 198 beats/min., with high cumulated plateaus of 190 - 198 b/min., which according to the 
Polar software signifies an effort intensity above maximum. In the first part of the routine (0-
30 sec.), the composition elements gradually raise the heart rate so that the first difficulty 
element (sec. 22) is performed with 168 -170b/min., given the fact that the gymnast has not 
reached the state of fatigue, yet.  

Starting from sec. 35, the subject registered above maximum intensities which 
determined heart rate values not lower than 191b/min., till the end of the routine.  

No matter the technical group family requesting dynamic, static strength, jumps or 
balance, the functional stress remained intense during almost 1 min., this plateau being also 
enhanced by the specific steps sequences preceding each element.     

The specific steps and the transitions, having a duration between 3 and 12 sec., 
determine heart rate values from 145 (at the beginning of the routine) to 195 beats/min. The 
transitions are pre-acrobatic gymnic elements, described as the passages from high positions, to 
medium and lower ones, explaining thus their slightly lower intensity levels, but also giving 
the gymnast the possibility to „escape” from the isometric prolonged periods of muscular 
contraction. In this respect, the FIG Code of points requires specific criteria concerning the 
technical execution, underlining the position and the stability of the upper body, back, limbs, 
pelvis, abdominal muscles and the whole proper body alignment. For the arm movements, 
which contribute to  a more substantial increase of the effort intensity, athletes will master 
height, angle, plane, range of motion, level length, speed, rhythm change and unilateral 
(asymmetrical) /bilateral (symmetrical).   

From the effort curve perspective the subject’s routine is a difficult and stressful one, 
due to the choreographic vision, which implied a high density of technical elements in the 
second part of the routine. Thus the most functional stressful (196-198b/min.), but best rated 
element (0,6 points) is placed at the end of the routine, in min. 1,27. We can also explain high 
intensities by the doubled steps sequences. 

Regarding the recovery capacity, in the first minute post-effort, the heart rate lowers up 
to 171b/min. and at the end of the second minute, up to 139b/min.      

  
 
Figure 1. Effort curve during one aerobic gymnastics routine – individual event 
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The referees’ sheets from The National Championships were analyzed in order to 
emphasize both the technical elements properly performed and the fulfillment of the artistic 
criteria.  

The difficulty quotient in the subject’s routine has values between 0,4 and 0,6 points, 
cumulating a total of 4 points. All eight difficulty elements from the composition were rated, 
this meaning a percentage of 100%. Still, gymnast committed execution errors in one dynamic 
strength group elements (helicopter to wenson) and in one B static strength element (L support 
1 ½ turn). We might explain these execution errors by an inconsistent neuromuscular control 
due to the accumulated fatigue. Despite this, her execution score was the best in the 
competition.  

Regarding the execution score, the gymnast obtained 8.65 points out of 10, most of the 
deductions resulting from an inadequate execution of those two difficulty elements, mentioned 
before, invalidated by the judges. (helicopter to wenson, L support 1 ½ turn).  

Concerning the artistic score, the gymnast obtained 8.65 points out of 10, most of the 
deductions resulting from the insufficient effective use of the competition space and placement 
of the movement in the routine. Also some of the judges do not rate with excellent scores the 
presentation and use of the music criteria.  

Summarizing, the gymnast cumulated a total score of 19.300 points, with the highest 
value for the artistic components and for the difficulty.  

 
Conclusions 
 
1. Data collected with the heart rate monitor demonstrate that in the individual events 

the routines involve mostly maximal and above maximal levels of intensity during at least 1 
minute.  

2. All technical elements were validated by the judges, the subject obtaining the best 
possible score for difficulty, even if she performed in extremely high intensities during the 
routine.  

3. Elite sports specifically requires continuous objectivation of effort parameters 
especially in events with severe functional costs, expressed in a rationalized training content 
correlated to the athletes’ biological echoes. 

4. The results obtained in the target competition demonstrate that the trainer has a deep 
knowledge of the gymnast individual bio-motor profile and a keen understanding of the ratio 
between the effort parameters throughout the training periods and sessions, in order to meet the 
functional demands of the competition event. 

5. To summarize, data emerging from this study confirm an adequate training 
methodology in terms of technical, physical and artistic components, related to the competition 
model and the highly demanding criteria leading to sports excellence at international level.  
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USING SOFTWARE FOR MOTION ANALYSIS - A NEW 
COMPETENCY FOR SPECIALISTS FROM PHYSICAL EDUCATION 

AND SPORTS AREA 

Utilizarea software-ului de analiză a mişcării – o nouă competenţă pentru 
specialiştii din domeniul educaţiei fizice şi sportului  

 
 

Monica Stănescu2, Rareş Stănescu 
National University of Physical Education and Sport 

 
 

Rezumat: În ultimele decenii, dezvoltarea tehnologiei informaţiei şi 
comunicaţiilor a adus modificări importante în toate domeniile de activitate, 
incluziv în domeniul educaţiei. Aceste modificări sunt ilustrate şi în 
curriculumul de formare iniţială şi continuă. Discipline cum ar fi Tehnologia 
informaţiei şi comunicaţiilor şi Instruire asistată de calculator sunt concepute 
pentru a veni în întâmpinarea cerinţelor societăţii contemporane, bazate pe 
cunoaştere. În acest context, lucrarea analizează atitudinea specialiştilor din 
domeniul Educaţiei fizice şi sportului, faţă de utilizarea calculatorului în 
activitatea profesională, în relaţie cu nivelul de competenţă solicitat de una 
dintre cele mai importante aplicaţii ale TIC în sport, şi anume, cea de analiză 
şi evaluare a acţiunilor motrice.   

Cuvinte cheie: TIC, educaţie fizică, sport, analiza de mişcare 
 
Abstract: ICT development in recent decades has led to important changes 

in all fields, including education. These changes are also reflected in the 
curriculum for the initial and continuing training. Disciplines such as IT and 
computer-assisted instruction within the initial curriculum or training 
programs for the continuing education are specifically designed to meet the 
demands of our contemporary society. In the above-mentioned context, this 
paper aims at highlighting both the professionals’ opinion about the 
specialists’ competences to use ICT and the characteristics of one of the main 
ICT applications to physical education and sports, namely that of supporting 
the analysis and evaluation of motor actions.  

Keywords: ICT, physical education, sports, movement analysis  
 
Introduction 
 
Early research. Movement analysis is a particularly important aspect of the Human 

Motricity Sciences/ Kinesiology. One of the first authors to emphasize the need for a 
qualitative analysis of movement was Huelster who, in 1939, suggested that the information 
gained by the future specialists in domains like anatomy, biomechanics and kinesiology were 
not enough to give them the ability to do real-time qualitative analysis of human movement. 
These conclusions were later on supported by studies made in the 1970s by Locke (1972) and 
Barrett (1979), and in the 1990s by Knusdon, Morrison and Reeve (1991) (quoted by Nielsen 

                                                   
2 coressponding author: monica_iulia@yahoo.com 
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and Beauchamp, 1992). [1] 
On the other hand, some research proved that good performers did not necessarily make 

good analyzers of movement. The opinion that a good kinesthetic sense might not transfer into 
a qualitative analysis ability was introduced into the studies of Girardin and Hanson (1967), 
Osborne and Gordon (1972), Armstrong and Hoffman (1979) (quoted by Nielsen and 
Beauchamp, 1992). [1]  

Nielsen and Beauchamp (1992) also found that conceptual instruction (generic 
biomechanical principles) improved the amount of accurate, corrective and specific feedback 
provided by students who were qualitatively analyzing videotaped performances of volleyball 
and handball skills from a biomechanical perspective. [1] 

Curriculum approach. When approaching the teaching methods used in physical 
education and sports, Sidentop (1991) underlines that systematic observation refers to the 
observation and classification of specialist and student behaviors in the process of evaluating 
teaching, not the qualitative analysis of human movement [2].  

However, the 1990s brought a rising interest in the evolution of competences focused 
on the movement analysis and this turned into a reason for the introduction of study disciplines 
into the curriculum for experts’ individual training. This attitude was determined by the studies 
promoting the analytical models based on the relation between observed and expected 
performances (as a consequence of the evaluator’s mental picture).  

Movement analysis will have important temporal and spatial co-ordinations, but also 
key-moments during the practical performances. An important variable influencing the 
movement analysis result refers to the specialists’ experience. Based on their capacity to 
observe and correct the reference model, the final analysis will reach a certain qualitative level. 
In the beginning of the 21st century, three aspects seem to be dominant when training 
specialists for the movement analysis area: curriculum development, interdisciplinary 
approach, learning and research on the topic. [3] [4] [5] 

Computer-assisted observation in physical education and sports. The modern 
analysis of human movement relies on the interpretation of computerized data about the 
individual’s upper and lower limbs, pelvis and trunk in motion. Movement analysis is 
automatically a part of the human performance evaluation and analysis. For many decades, the 
primary method for the examination of athletes’ movement consisted in taking pictures and 
processing them. In the last 25 years, the technology and informatics development has 
facilitated the analysis of human movement. Nowadays, sports researchers use the movement 
analysis as a tool able to enhance techniques, correct movement errors, assess the metabolic 
costs related to a wide range of movements and support the athletes’ recovery process. Modern 
computerized systems for the movement analysis generally consist of placing on the subject 
special markers that will transmit data from his position in the space to some receiver devices. 
[6]  

Purpose  
This paper aims at highlighting both the professionals’ opinion about the specialists’ 

competences to use ICT and the characteristics of one of the main ICT applications to physical 
education and sports, namely that of supporting the analysis and evaluation of motor actions.   

Topic 

Physical education teachers vs. Movement analysis software. To analyze this 
relation, we conducted a research within the continuing education program called ICT 
Applications to Physical Education and Sports Teaching. Teachers enrolled in this program 
had previously attended some courses meant to provide them different learning experiences in 
the area. To analyze the perceived level of importance for each curricular discipline and, 
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relying on the received feedback, to improve our future educational offer, we applied an 
opinion questionnaire. 

Research methods and target group. The 7-item questionnaire was applied to 109 
persons participating in the above-mentioned program. The group profile is presented bellow 
(table 1). 

Table 1. Teachers’ group profile 
 

Teaching degree School education level Years of teaching   
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25 43 33 8 26 45 38 13 59 37 

 
The questions laid emphasis on the following variables: each discipline contribution 

to the competence level improvement, rate of the ICT use in physical education and sports 
teaching, self-perceived efficiency level in the ICT use, concern with participating in future 
continuing education programs in the ICT area. These variables were analyzed in relation to 
subjects’ years of teaching experience, teaching degree and school education level, by using 
the SPPS.  

 
Results. The 1st item provided us the results presented in table 2. 

 
Table 2. Specialists’ opinion about the discipline contribution to their competence level 

 

Table 1 and figure 1 show us that the main perceived contribution was brought by 
Measurement and evaluation in physical education and sports through ICT means (33%). At 

Study discipline First option 
(%) 

ICT - general notions 13 
Computer-assisted instruction in physical education and 
sports 3 

ICT use in programming activities specific to physical 
education and sports 6 

Measurement and evaluation in physical education and 
sports through ICT means 33 

Audio-video means in physical education and sports 21 
Planning activity and management in physical 
education and sports by using ICT 5 

Informatics documentation 19 
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the same time, the Audio-video means in physical education and sports and Informatics 
documentation got important percentages (21% and 19%). Except for the third discipline, the 
first two are important in this paper context, because they refer to our main topic, namely the 
movement analysis and evaluation. Further information about this education program showed 
that students were much interested in the presentation of movement analysis software, because 
they had been confronted to this necessity in their professional activity. Although the 
investigated teachers recognized the contribution of these disciplines to the improvement of 
their competence level, only 25% of them used ICT in their current activities. It is interesting 
that most of the respondents (60%) expressing these two options have 5 to 10 years of 
experience in the physical education teaching, which means that they are concerned with this 
topic in the beginning of their career, but the effective use of the ICT means is still reduced.  

 

 
With reference to the same category of respondents, they think that their training level 

is high (80%), as well as their interest in participating in future continuing education programs 
(62%). 

Most of the specialists with more than 10 years of teaching experience are interested in 
ICT - general notions. This option is a consequence of the missing part about ICT in their 
initial and continuing education curriculum. Their concern with participating in future 
programs on this topic is quite low (16%). 

  Movement analysis software. The course that was mostly preferred by the 
participating trainees presented some movement analysis software programs, such as Eagle 
Digital Camera, Motor Skills Testing Siliconcoach Live and Kinovea, the last one being the 
most accessible.  

During the theoretical and practical activities, students were informed about their main 
functionalities and were supported to develop competences able to help them: create their 
video collections; display files as animated thumbnails; use the drawing tools in order to enrich 
the video by adding arrows, descriptions and other contents to the key-position; use the line 
and chronometer tools in order to measure distances and times; compare two performances 
side by side and a video by using a dual screen mode that can be synchronized on a common 
event for a dynamic comparison (figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Exemples - Kinovea functionalities 

 
At the same time, trainees managed to describe the actual movements in the exerted 

joints, define the planes in which the movement occurs, define the muscles producing the 
movement, present the function of the involved muscles (agonists, antagonists, synergists), 
recognize the contraction type (isotonic - concentric/ eccentric or isometric) and mention the 
muscle action range (inner, middle or outer). By using the modern movement analysis, 
researchers may help fine-tune everything, from running and jumping to shooting. Therefore, 
specialists developed their competences on two directions: in their specialty area and in the 
software use.  

The movement minute analysis is a complex activity requiring sophisticated equipment. 
(figure 3). That is why teachers who have understood this aspect appreciate the study discipline 
called Audio-video means in physical education and sports. 
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Figure 3. Exemples of motion analysis in tennis 
 

Conclusions 
 
Students’ attendance of the seven disciplines included into the training program gave 

them the opportunity to express their need for highlighting the knowledge direct applications to 
physical education and sports lessons. The domain related to the analysis of human movement 
is and will be an important part in the training of the future experts in the field.   

Experienced teachers are particularly interested in the basic knowledge about ICT. 
Because they represent a category of experts with minimal information in this domain, they are 
recommended to attend training programs able to provide them the ICT fundamentals. The 
most interested in using the graph analysis software are those with a teaching experience 
between 5 and 10 years. Their attitude comes from the fact that they already possess the ICT 
basics provided by the initial curriculum. Despite all these, the ICT application to physical 
education teaching is still reduced.  

The future programs must be designed for a narrower area of interest, able to increase 
the competence level of the specialists concerned with a specific topic. We suggest that the 
continuing education programs related to the ICT use in physical education and sports should 
take into account the specialists’ training level and stimulate its improvement. We think that a 
multi-level structure of the educational offer could contribute to a higher rate of the ICT 
knowledge application to physical education and sports.  

The Grant incorporating the above-mentioned training program reflects the 
recommendations formulated by the European Union to keep up the motivation for the 
teaching career through new competences allowing the specialists to participate in the 
knowledge-based society.   
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THE GLOBALISATION OF SPORTS MEGA-EVENTS: 
A DIFFICULT FUTURE? 

Globalizarea mega-evenimentelor sportive: un viitor dificil? 
 

 
Dr John Beech3 
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Rezumat. Dintre toate evenimentele sportive organizate regulat, care ar 

putea pretinde a fi mega-evenimente, două ies în mod special în evidenţă din 
cauza cifrei de afaceri: Jocurile Olimpice de vară organizate de Comitetul 
Internațional Olimpic (CIO) şi Cupa Mondială de Fotbal organizată de către 
Federația Internațională de Fotbal (FIFA). Fiecare funcționează după un ciclu 
de patru ani, şi, cu excepția întreruperii cauzate de războaie mondiale, au rulat 
continuu din 1896 și 1930 consecutiv. 

Cuvinte cheie: licitaţie; gazdă; mega-evenimente 
 
Abstract. Of all the regular sporting events which might claim to be 

mega-events, two in particular stand out as qualifying for that soubriquet on the 
grounds of scale, financial turnover and longevity alone: the Summer Olympics 
organised by the International Olympic Committee (IOC) and the Football 
World Cup organised by Fédération Internationale de Football Association 
(FIFA). Each operates on a four-year cycle, and, with the exception of 
interruption caused by World Wars, have run continuously since 1896 and 1930 
consecutively. 

Keywords: bidding; host; mega-events 
 

Introduction 
 
Both currently institute a bidding system many years in advance of the individual 

events, and in each case a number of cities and countries are willing to put themselves into this 
bidding process, thereby committing themselves to significant sunk costs, which are non-
recoverable in the statistically likely scenario that the bid is unsuccessful.   

In earlier times the process of selecting the host was a much more relaxed one. Those 
hosts interested in winning a particular event made their interest known to the organising 
committee, and a ‘gentlemen’s agreement’ was reached as to whose ‘turn’ it was.  This system 
worked well so long as two conditions were still met: 

 The numbers of interested parties was small, and competition was not therefore 
intense. 

 The sports involved remained in a phase of business development which was not yet a 
post-commercialised one (see Beech, 2004) 

While the former condition began to fade in the nineteen-fifties, the latter held good for 
considerably longer. Indeed, in the case of the Olympic Games professionalism was banned 
until 1986. In that year, in a move of recognising the reality of athletic competition, the ban 
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was lifted to allow all athletes to compete.  This change occurred in the wake of the 1984 
Summer Olympics held in Los Angeles, which had been run with a new commercial 
entrepreneurialism (Tomlinson, 2005), and has resulted in a reversal of the experience of the 
Montreal organisers of the 1976 Summer Olympics, which left the city of Montreal with a debt 
that took until November 2006 to be cleared (Anon, 2006). 

With football, the commercialised era began in England with the separation the Premier 
League from the Football League in 1991, a move designed to optimise broadcasting rights 
revenues for the member clubs of the former. 

 
Why bid for a sports mega-event? 
 
Three reasons are evident: 
1. Possibly make a profit (some tempting revenues) 
2. Prestige / political reasons re the host city (country?) 
3. A vehicle for regeneration 
The lure of making a profit from a sports mega-event is a direct outcome of the 

commercialisation of sports mega-events – after the experience of Montreal it had become 
clear that commercialisation of the mega-event was the only way in which a stream of 
applicants would be willing to continue applying. On the face of it, the prospects of making a 
profit seem attractive. Fugure 1 shows the revenues generated from broadcasting rights for 
successive Summer Olympics. 

 
Fig 1.Summer Olympics broadcasting rights 

 Source: (IOC, 2012, p.26) 
 
The attractiveness diminishes, however, when it is considered how much the host 

receives of these, and notes how that has reduced as a percentage over time.  While Atlanta, the 
1996 hosts, received 62.9%, the share received by Sydney, the 2000 hosts, was 60%, and for 
all subsequent Summer Olympics the Local Organising Committee of the Olympic Games, the 
hosts have received just under 50% from the IOC. 
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The idea that a potential host receives prestige by merely bidding is borne out by the 
repeated announcement by Cuba, for example, that the country will bid for a sports mega-
event, only to have a change of heart at some point before the choice is made, then announcing 
that the country has withdrawn its bid. 

The third possible reason, that of leveraging regeneration, is a more difficult factor to 
assess in terms of its success.  The difficulty arises with the fact that its efficacy is measured in 
terms of the legacy of the event, which means that longer-term impacts have to be measured.  
Not only is this more difficult than the measuring the more immediate cost factors, as time 
goes by it becomes less valid to assume a causal connection. Consider the case of Barcelona 
and the 1992 Summer Olympics as an example. In the run-up to London 2012, Usborne (2008) 
argued that “The best Olympics regenerate neglected districts, inspire children to take up sport 
and leave a city furnished with world-class venues and rolling in Olympic dollars – Barcelona 
is a good example of this.”  Writing some sixteen years after the Barcelona Games, it is hard to 
see to what the Games were a driver of regeneration rather than a multitude of other possible 
drivers. On the other hand, more direct links between sports mega-events and regeneration can 
be made in the case of Manchester, where the Eastlands district has a large amount of new 
infrastructure directly attributable to the hosting of the 2002 Commonwealth Games in 
particular (East Manchester, 2012). 

A meta-survey of the economic impact of Olympic Games was conducted by Blake 
(2005).  He found considerable variation in reported impact: 

1984  $2.3 billion on Southern California 
1988   $1.6bn on South Korea 
1992   $30 million on Spain 
1996   $5.1 billion on Georgia 
2000   $4.5 - $5.1 billion on Australia (but the gain was specifically to New South 

Wales; there was a loss incurred by the rest of Australia) 
2004  $15.9m - $10.2b on Greece 

Again, there are problems with the accuracy of the reported impact.  While gross 
revenues are relatively straightforward to estimate, there is more difficulty with reporting 
revenues once costs have been netted off.  A major problem arises in particular with tourist 
displacement – how is it possible to measure the extent to which non-sporting tourists stayed 
away because of the sports mega-event, let alone whether they stayed away totally or simply 
time-shifted their trips?  There is also the only recently recognised phenomenon of residents 
leaving the host city because of the sports mega-event (see Fearis, 2012; also McNeil, 2011). 

In the case of the most recent FIFA World Cup, hosted by South Africa in 2010, there is 
again contradictory evidence on the benefits or otherwise derived by hosting.  The official 
government view was already before the mega-event one which was emphasising the social 
rather than the economic legacy (BuaNews, 2010).  An independent assessment of the impact 
of the World Cup made by Cottle (2010) for Swiss Labour assistance was more scathing in its 
conclusion: “The tangible benefits of the World Cup have been greatly exaggerated to 
legitimise a major rip--‐off and profiteering by FIFA, its commercial partners and local 
monopoly capitalists. We can now clearly see that while the original guestimates in 2003 
promised that South Africa could host the event with “minimal tangible costs” involved and 
with “significant” direct benefits, the outcome in reality is the converse.”   

A dysfunctional part of South Africa’s legacy was the new stadia it had to build.  These 
were built to the highest international standard, as required by FIFA, but are arguably not in the 
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best sporting interest of the country, where traditionally cricket and rugby union have been of 
greater interest than cricket. These high standards of course imply high costs. 

Costs which are often ignored in the bigger picture of sports mega-events are the 
opportunity costs. Firstly there are the completely wasted costs of failed bids, the 2012 
Olympic Games providing some insight. Nine bidders announced their formal participation in 
the bidding process, this being reduced by the IOC to a short-list of five. The four bidders who 
did not make the short-list - Havana, Istanbul, Leipzig and Rio de Janeiro – participated in the 
formal bidding process from 15 July 2003, the deadline for submission of applications, until 
the announcement of the short-list on 18 May 2004. At that announcement the IOC announced 
the ratings which they had assigned to the nine bids (IOC, 2004): 

 
 

Paris 8.5 
Madrid 8.3 
London 7.6 

New York 7.5 
Moscow 6.5 
Leipzig 6.0 

Rio de Janeiro 5.1 
Istanbul 4.8 
Havana 3.7 

 
In the case of Havana, for example, the intention to bid had been announced as early as 

October 2000 (GB Staff, 2003). 
Two of three bids which made the short-list for the Summer Olympics of 2016 but were 

ultimately unsuccessful have given figures for the cost of their failed bid: Chicago ($48 
million) and Madrid (€37.8 million). This would suggest that the cost of failed bids for the 
2012 Olympics were of the order of well over £100 million, probably more as this figure is on 
the basis of admitted costs, and there is evidence of the under-estimation of costs in the early 
stages of bidding. 

The estimated costs of London 2012 has increased steadily throughout the phases 
preceding the actual holding of the Games: 

August 2003: Total cost: £2.4bn 
July 2005 (when London won the bid): £2.4bn for infrastructure; £1bn for the wider 

regeneration project; further £2bn for staging the games (money to be raised privately) 
November 2006: Cost of the Olympic Park alone has gone up from nearly £2.4bn to 

£3.3bn - a rise of £900m, or about 40% 
Bill of £250m for VAT admitted - not previously identified!  
June 2007 – Boris Johnson, new Mayor of London announces that the Stadium will now 

cost £525m (in the bid document in 2005 it was priced at £280m); £1bn  of contingency will be 
spent 

March 2009: Total cost: £9.3bn 
August 2011: Olympic Village to be sold to Qatari property firm at a loss of £275m 
January 2012: Claims the total cost could be as high as £24bn, if public transport 

upgrade costs are included; security costs have risen from £282m to £553m. 
UK government now insists the Games will come in ‘under budget’ at £11bn - but 

under which budget?   
It is clear that the costs of hosting such a sports mega-event is becoming increasingly 

difficult for a nation, let alone a city, to bear. Indeed, even the cost of a failed bid is perhaps 
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becoming a deterrent to bidding! Austria, for example, the host of the Winter Olympic Games 
at Innsbruck in 1964 and 1976, and possessor of world-class infrastructure already, has of late 
bid successfully for the smaller and less costly Youth Winter Olympics, but failed with its bid 
for the 2006, 2010, and 2014 (but did not bid for 2018). 

It is equally clear that in the longer term bids will come from fewer and fewer nations 
and cities, and thus from only the wealthier nations, if the current model is continued.  

 
Who bids? 
 
Let us consider the bidders for the 2016 Summer Olympics.  These are given below, 

together with the countries’ ranking in terms of GDP per capita.  Those that failed to make the 
short-list are italicised, and the eventual winner s shown in bold. 

 
Baku, Azerbaijan   $10,216 81st 
Doha, Qatar $102,891   1st 
Prague, Czech Republic  $25,933   36th 
Chicago, USA  $48,147     8th 
Madrid, Spain  $30,622   28th 
Tokyo, Japan  $34,362   24th 
Rio, Brazil $11,845  74th  

 
 
Bidding for the 2018and 2022 FIFA World Cups were considered in a single process.  

Bidders were: 
2018: Belgium and Netherlands (joint bid); England; Portugal and Spain (joint bid); 

Russia 
2022: Australia; Japan Australia; Japan; Qatar; South Korea; United States of America  
The bidders are beginning to consist essentially of the traditionally wealthy countries 

who remain wealthy, joint bids from traditionally wealthy countries who are no longer 
prepared to bid as a solo effort, and countries on the ascendancy economically, such as the 
BRIC countries (Brazil, Russia, India and China) and the small Middle East sheikdoms. 

 
Conclusions 
 
Blake (2005) concluded that the cities and countries which gain most economically 

from hosting the Summer Olympics are those which are not already major tourist destinations 
– the hosting of the mega-event puts the cities and nations ‘on the tourist destination map’ 
when are they are not already on it. Yet bidding for a mega-event is less attractive for a 
developing nation because of the risk of a failed bid and issue of opportunity costs in their 
widest sense, notwithstanding that it is has more to gain than a developed country. 

While current model is designed to produce the highest quality mega-event, it produces 
a less than equitable distribution around the globe. With the IOC recognising 204 nations 
potentially competing in the Summer Olympics, an equitable distribution would award the 
event to the same country (let alone the same city) once every 2,448 years, and on this basis 
London would not have expected to be awarded the Games for the third time until the year 
4344 rather than 2012. 

Although FIFA has flirted with rotation to widen geographically the awarding of the 
World Cup, both events remain firmly embedded in producing the selection of a host from the 
traditional Old World, New World, and Japan. This is hardly surprising given the uneven 
distribution of wealth as shown by Figure 1. 
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To see a movement towards a more equitable spread of hosting, two strategies (which 
are not mutually exclusive, might be adopted by the IOC and FIFA: 

 A reduction in the standard required for the necessary infrastructure 
 The subsidising of bids from less developed countries by the franchisor 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Geographical distribution of wealth as measured by GDP per capita 
 

Without such a change or changes, while we may well see Qatar, UAE and Saudi 
Arabia hosting events in spite of their climate, we are not going to see mega-events hosted by 
Liberia, Congo or Burundi, and these countries are not going to see the regeneration that the 
mega-events offer in terms of legacy. 
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Rezumat. Din punct de vedere biologic, adaptarea la mediu este 

mecanismul complex de apărare faţă de solicitările determinate de schimbările 
condiţiilor climatice şi constă în totalitatea modificărilor morfo-funcţionale care 
realizează, în final, trepte superioare de evoluţie. 

Numeroase cercetări privind răspunsul organismului supus unui efort 
aerob în condiţii hipobare au dus la selectarea celor mai fidele teste funcţionale 
şi biochimice care să reflecte adaptarea sportivului la altitudine medie 
(aclimatizarea).   

Testarea funcţională şi biochimică a 14 sportivi, la şes şi altitudine medie 
(1950 m), atestă scăderea capacităţii adaptative în primele 10 zile de pregătire 
fizică la altitudine şi tendinţa de revenire a parametrilor urmăriţi, fără 
reeditarea în totalitate a valorilor iniţiale. Toate acestea caracterizează 
complexitatea procesului de aclimatizare şi, în acelaşi timp, impun o serie de 
măsuri practice privind efortul şi alimentaţia în antrenamentul la altitudine. 

Cuvinte cheie: adaptare, aclimatizare, efort fizic sportiv 
 

Abstract. Biologically speaking, the accomodation process to the 
environement relies on the complex defence mechanism against changing 
climatic conditions. This consists of all morphofunctional modifications which 
finally represent superior evolution stages. 

Numerous researches studying the organism’s reaction to an aerobic 
effort under hypobar conditions have led to selecting the most accurate 
functional and biochemical tests which reflect the sportsman’s adaptation 
process to a medium altitude (acclimatization). 

The functional and biochemical testing of 14 sportsmen, at ground level 
and medium altitude (1950 m) prove the decrase of the capacity to adapt in the 
first 10 days of physical training at altitude, as well as the recovery tendency of 
the folowed parametres, without completely editing the initial values. 

Keywords: adaptation, acclimatization, sportsman physical effort 
 
Introduction 
 
Biologically speaking, the accomodation process to the environement relies on the 

complex defence mechanism against changing climatic conditions. This consists of all 
morphofunctional modifications which finally represent superior evolution stages. During 
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physical training, the physical excercise is the foundation of the organism’s adaptation to 
effort. The adaptive effects of the this solicitation slowly accumulates in time and leads to the 
improvement, a better efficiency of the physiological and biochemical functions at subcellular, 
cellular, tissue, system levels as well as in the entire organism, therefore improvind the 
sportsmen’s    results in all domains and sport events (Drăgan, 1994). 

The numerous researches studying the organism’s reaction to an aerobic effort under 
hypobar conditions have led to selecting the most accurate functional and biochemical tests 
which reflect the sportsman’s adaptation process to a medium altitude (acclimatization). 

Subjects and methods 

Trying to acheieve results as accurate as possible, a very complex study was performed 
on a group of 14 athlets the degree of physical development and functional capacity 
(circulatory,  respiratory, neuro-muscular, endocrinal-methabolic). These sportmen are in good 
health and perform with medium level’training (70%) of theirs maximal possibilities. 

The subjects were investigated thoughout a period of 3 weeks during their medium 
altitude training program (at 1950 m) and submited to tests in the 10th and 20th day, in the 
morning under basic conditions. The following elements were carefully investigated: 

 daily behaviour (general state, weight, the lenght and quality of sleep, effort 
disposition, other manifestations); 

 cardiac frequency and arterial pressure, both lying in and standing; 
 muscular tonus, determined with a miotonometru; 
 the maximum consumption of oxygen, determined with Ästrand trial (2 effort stages 

consisting of 6-150 W and 200 W) and the interpretation on a nomogram, depending on the 
heart rate obtained during physical effort; 

 achillean reflexogram (photoelectric method); 
 biochemical tests (cholesterol levels, Rappaport-Einhorn method – normal values 140-

260 mg%, urea level in urine, Kowarski method – normal values 30-40 g%; enzyme activity of 
aldolaza serum; hemoglobin; CBC; summary urine. 

 
Results and discussions 
 
The acquired results are displayed in table 1.1. and their statistic processing in table 1.2. 

 
Table 1.1. The recorded results 

 
The investigated 

parametres 

 
Bucharest 

(ground level) 

At altitude 
(1950 m) the 

10th day 

At altitude 
(1950 m) the 

20th day 

The maximum consumption 
of oxygen (Ästrand method) 
VO2 max/kg body (ml/min) 

58,7±7 53±16,5 68±14 

Achillean reflexogram (ms) 276±24 223±17 245±18 
Serum cholesterol (g %) 1,30±0,18 1,40±0,11 1,27±0,23 
Urine urea (g %) 22±8,2 28±2,3 30±3,8 
Serum aldolaza (UM) 0,21±0,035 0,39±0,38 0,71±0,32 
Serum glutation (mg %) 33,6±11,9 31,6±6,5 28,1±5,7 
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The statistic estimation targeted the "p1" index for the initial values and the ones 

recorded on the 10th day in altitude conditions and "p2" for intial values and for those from the 
20th day in altitude conditions. 

 
Table 1.2. Statistically processed resulted 

 
Parametres "p1" "p2" 

Maximum VO2  insignificant < 0,01 
Achillean reflexogram 0,0001 insignificant 
Serum cholesterol insignificant insignificant 
 Urine urea insignificant < 0,01 
Serum aldolaza insignificant < 0,01 
Serum glutation insignificant < 0,01 

The maximum consumated oxygen (determined indirectly) records a decrease in 
altitude conditions (10th day), with a tendency to improve so that after 3 weeks the results are 
better than the ones recorded on ground level.  

This improvement is the consequence of training in hipoxia conditions and reflects the 
progresive adaptation of the cardio-respiratory function. The obtained data are consistent with 
the general state of the sportsmen, with their desire and posibilities to carry out demanding 
physical tasks from one day to another, without noticing discomfort during intense effort. 

The achillean reflexogram indicates that at ground level the numbers are kept between 
normal thyroid limits. At medium altitude, the numbers decrease (hyperthyroidism), as a 
consequence of hypoxia and at the end, after 21 days they improve significantly. 

The performed biochemical tests show insignificant changes in the cholesterol level and 
a clear increase of the urinary urea’s level during altitude, as a direct result of intensification in 
the proteic catabolism, due to tissue hypoxia. Furthermore, the increase of serum urea and 
development of urate in urinary sediment in all sportsmen also support this thesis. 

The evolution of serum aldolaza and serum glutation indicates an acceleration of these 
proteins’ ezymatic activity. The biomolecules show tiol  grouping (-SH) in their structure, 
which released in the organism in considerable amounts serve the purpose of neutralizing the 
disulfuric groupings (-S-S-) which accumulate in the muscles after intense effort or stress 
conditions this way becoming inhibitor elements of the energogenetic process once fatigue sets 
in. The release of grouping (-SH) is caused by the folcisteina mechanism, which has positive 
effectes in case of fatigue, asthenia, stress etc. 

 
Conclusions 
 
Generally, important changes can be noticed, which prove medium altitude’s influence 

on the investigated biological values. Therefore, the discovered facts were: 
  the sudden transition from ground level to medium altitude (1950), under conditions 

of intense effort reduces the maximum aerobic capacity of one’s organism (the maximum 
consumption of O2/min) in first ten days; and at the end of training program baseline beyond 
the plain with improved aerobic resistance; 

  by looking at the reflogram as an index of thyroid functionality level a significant 
decrease is highlighted (hyperthiroidism) in the 10th day but with a recovery tendency in the 
20th day, without reissuing the initial numbers (from ground level); 
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  the biochemical examination  reveales that the proteic catabolism increases, by 
judging the level of urinary urea. This incresed level maintains itself even after three weeks of 
training, which has consequences over the diet in conditions of altitude; 

  the enzymatic trial shows a significant gain of the catalytical activity (an growth in the 
levels of serum aldolaza and seric glutation), which is noticeable compared to the intial ground 
level amounts, clearly prooving the complex acclimatization of the processes that take place at 
tissue level. 

The complexity of cellular adaptation process is demonstrated through the diverse 
reactions in the studied parametres, some going back to normal or even improving in altitude 
conditions after 21 days, while other remain modified. 

The functional and methabolical tests evaluated in dynamic in order to observe the 
sportsman’s adaptive reactions to effort in altitude conditions represent a practical contribution 
in the scientific substantiation of physical training and its influences over diet, effort regime 
and the improving of the recovery processes. 
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Rezumat. Scopul principal al cercetării noastre a fost acela de a 

evidenţia percepţia antrenorilor de Gimnastică artistică feminină, cu privire la 
importanţa psihomotricităţii şi a principalelor componente ale acesteia, în etapa 
iniţierii în această ramură sportivă. Secundar am urmărit ca prin prisma opiniei 
specialiştilor, să aflăm care este locul şi rolul educaţiei psihomotrice în 
obţinerea viitoarelor performanţe sportive la gimnastică. 

Studiul a fost stimulat de curiozitatea celor care l-au conceput, în ceea ce 
priveşte problematica psihomotricităţii şi importanţa acesteia, într-o ramură 
sportivă în care următoarele aptitudini psihomotrice sunt profund implicate în 
procesul de pregătire tehnică: echilibru static şi dinamic, coordonare motrică 
generală şi segmentară, orientare spaţială, diferenţiere chinestezică, ritm şi 
tempo. 

În cercetarea noastră am pornit de la ipoteza potrivit căreia cunoaşterea 
percepţiei antrenorilor de gimnastică vizavi de importanţa psihomotricităţii în 
etapa de iniţiere este un argument relevant în considerarea psihomotricităţii ca 
factor determinant în realizarea obiectivelor pregătirii la nivelul amintit. De 
asemenea, cunoaşterea gradului de importanţă pe care psihomotricitatea şi 
principalele aptitudini psihomotrice îl deţin în antrenamentul începătoarelor 
permite o mai bună abordare a pregătirii iniţiale şi o reconsiderare a acesteia, 
precum şi crearea de premise favorabile unui studiu îmbunătăţit al fenomenului 
psihomotor în Gimnastica artistică feminină. 

Cuvinte cheie: psihomotricitate, aptitudini psihomotrice, chestionar de 
opinie, pregătire iniţială 

 
Abstract: The first purpose of our research was to emphasize the 

Women's Artistic Gymnastics coaches' perspective regarding the importance of 
psychomotricity and its main components during the inititiation stage in this 
sports branch. Secondly, we intended to find out where the psychomotric 
education is situated and what its role is in obtaining future sports performances 
in gymnastics from the specialists' perspective. 

                                                   
5 coressponding author: liligri@yahoo.com 
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The study was stimulated by the curiosity of those who designed it about 
the psychomotricity issue and its importance within a sports branch in which the 
following psychomotric skills are deeply involved in the process of technical 
training: static and dynamic balance, general and segmented motric 
coordiantion, spatial orientation, kinesthetic differentiation, rhythm and tempo. 

Our research is based on the hypothesis that knowing the gymnastics 
coaches' perception on the importance of psychomotricity during the initiation 
stage is a relevant argument when considering psychomotricity as a central 
factor in achieving the objectives of training at the already mentioned level. 
Also, knowing the importance of psychomotricity and the main psychomotric 
skills in the beginners' training allows a better approach and a reconsideration 
of the initial training, as well as creating premises which are favourable for an 
improved study of the psychomotor phenomenon in women's artistic gymnastics. 

Key words: psychomotricity, psychomotric skills, opinion survey, initial 
training 

 
Introduction 
 
Les expériences menées par G. Lord et ses collaborateurs (1976) ont montré que « dans 

l'orthostatisme le corps n'est pas parfaitement immobile, il varie de façon continue dans toutes 
les directions, en déplacer la projection du centre de pression. Après les enregistrements des 
mouvements avec le statokinesimètre, dispositif qui réalise la posturo-graphie, les expériences 
effectuées ont montré: 

 les déplacements antéro-postérieurs des individus normaux sont beaucoup plus grands 
que les déplacements latérales; 

 la surface d'expansion pour les déplacements du centre de pression augmente 
proportionnellement avec l'âge; 

 à 78-80% des individus, le centre de pression est située sur la droite et derrière le 
polygone de sustentation; 

 la posture en orthostatisme n'est pas symétrique, mais préférentiellement jambe droite; 
 les yeux fermes, l’amplitude des voyages augmente, les systèmes du contrôle 

sensitivomoteur  en étant privés de la contribution des impressions visuelles.» 
Des autres recherches scientifique ont montré que le contrôle d'équilibre statique 

préscolaire et postural se développe progressivement à mesure que le système nerveux se 
myélinise. Cependant, l'équilibre statique s’améliore en fonction du développement de la 
courbure lombaire. On a été constaté que l'équilibre statique est entièrement développé à l'âge 
de 6 ans. À cet âge apparaît la myélinisation des nouveaux territoires nerveux. Les acquisitions 
motrices, neuro-moteurs ou sensori-moteurs se réalisent rapidement, grâce à la plasticité 
exceptionnelle du système nerveux. 

Ce document vise à évaluer et à entraîner l'équilibre statique aux gymnastes débutantes 
d'âge préscolaire (4-7 ans). 

 
Hypothèse. Pour élaborer cette étude nous avons supposé que la capacité de control 

pour la posture bipodale peut être améliorée en utilisant la plate-forme assistée par l’ordinateur, 
aux gymnastes débutantes.  

 
Le but d’étude. Grâce à cette étude, nous cherchons à mettre en évidence les avantages 

d’utiliser les moyens informatisés pour l’entraînement de l’équilibre statique, aux gymnastes 
débutantes.  
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Méthodes et techniques 

Nous avons effectué l'étude du 24 avril 2012 au 15 May 2012 au Club Sportif Scolaire 
Sibiu, le Département de gymnastique artistique féminine, la groupe de débutantes (l'âge de 4-
7 ans). Le 24 Avril 2012, nous avons réalisé l’évaluation initiale. Nous avons utilisé l’exercice 
COR4 de la plate-forme pour tous les 12 sujets. L’exercice COR4 se déroule en position 
orthostatique sur le plateau de la plate-forme et se compose de quatre séquences: 

 la séquence 1: les yeux du sujet sont ouverts 
 la séquence 2: les yeux du sujet sont fermés; 
 la séquence 3: les yeux du sujet sont ouverts, il a des informations sur l'écran (retour 

visuel); 
 la séquence 4: les yeux du sujet sont ouverts. Il doit se pencher en avant pour poser le 

centre de la pression sur un spot mobile. 
La durée d’une séquence a été de 20 secondes, la transition entre les phases est 

effectuée  manuellement de sorte que les sujets ont reçu une courte pause pour leurs donner des 
explications sur la tâche prochaine. Les explications ont été adaptées aux particularités de l'âge 
des sujets (4-7ans). 

Du 25 Avril au 14 May, 2012, nous avons réalisé cinq sessions d’entraînement pour 
l'équilibre statique. Chaque sujet a réalisé cinq séances, avec une durée de 8 minutes. Nous 
avons utilisé les exercices suivants, spécifiques au système software de la plate-forme:  

1. L’exercice « Préétabli » - le sujet est placé en position orthostatique sur le plateau de 
la plate-forme, les yeux ouverts, tandis qu’il regarde l'écran d’ordinateur. On peut voir ici la 
projection du centre de pression du sujet sur la plate-forme. Dans ces conditions, le sujet doit 
maintenir la stabilité du corps, en bénéficiant d'un retour visuel sur l'écran d’ordinateur. Nous 
avons fait deux répétitions avec une durée de 20 secondes. Le premier essai a le rôle de 
familiariser le sujet avec les nouvelles tâches et les conditions du travail.  

2. L’exercice « Suivre les deux spots » - le sujet est placé en position orthostatique sur 
le plateau de la plate-forme, les yeux ouverts, tandis qu’il regarde l'écran d'ordinateur. L'écran 
affiche alternativement deux spots qui changent leur position avec une cadence (réglable) de 
10 secondes. Le sujet doit suivre les spots et les superposer avec leur propre centre de gravité. 
Nous avons établi quatre répétitions avec une durée de 60 secondes. En outre, pour chaque 
répétition, nous avons changé les coordonnées des marqueurs, de sorte que le sujet doit 
effectuer des oscillations antéro-postérieures et aussi latérales. 

3. Exercice « Suivre le spot n » - le sujet est placé en position orthostatique sur la 
plateforme, les yeux ouverts, tandis qu’il regarde l'écran d'ordinateur. Ici il peut visualiser un 
spot mobile qui décrit la trajectoire comme un cercle. Le spot réalise deux rotations complètes, 
la première dans le sens trigonométrique et la seconde dans le sens antitrigonométrique. Nous 
avons établi une cadence de 10 secondes. Le sujet doit suivre le spot et superposer la projection 
du centre de gravité sur le spot mobile. Le 15 mai 2012 nous avons effectué l’évaluation finale. 
Pendant la durée de l'expérience, nous avons cherché à évaluer et entraîner le niveau des 
performances du contrôle moteur postural orthostatique. 
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Fig. 1 Evaluations sur la plate-forme d’equilibre 

 
Sujets étudiés 
 
Cette étude a abordé un certain nombre de 12 gymnastes débutantes, légitimés au Club 

Sportif Scolaire Sibiu. L’expérience sportive des sujets est depuis 2 mois jusqu’à 36 mois. 
 

Tab. 1 Les particularités des sujets 
 

 
 
L’équipement utilisé  
 
Nous avons utilisé la plate-forme de l’équilibre le type PEV07. Cet équipement utilise 

le savoir-faire et les solutions technologiques qui entrent dans le concept et CASINOR2 Motrix 
TechnologyTM2. Cet outil permet d’étudier les variations de la position du centre de gravité sur 
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le plateau horizontal de la plate-forme. Le système software de la plate-forme permet acquérir 
des dates en regardent l’évolution temporelle du centre de pression. Il a également fourni une 
réaction visuelle (sur l’écran d'ordinateur) en temps réel pour le sujet humain. Ce point de vue 
assure l’amélioration de l'équilibre. 

 
Résultats.  
 
Nous avons interprété les paramètres spécifiques de la séquence 1 (les yeux ouverts) et 

de la séquence 2 (les yeux fermés) de l’exercice COR4. Ces paramètres sont générés par le 
système software de la plate-forme d’équilibre: 

• Le paramètre « A » (la surface du statokinésigramme) qui représente la dispersion des 
positions successives du centre de pression des pieds sur le plateau de la plate-forme. 

• Le paramètre « Lt » (la longueur du statokinésigramme) qui représente la somme des 
déplacements du centre de pression des pieds sur le plan OXY. Pour une évolution favorable, 
les valeurs de ces deux paramètres devraient diminuer. 

Les résultats de la séquence 1 (les yeux ouverts) 
 

Tab. 2 Le paramètre « A » - la surface du statokinésigramme (mm2.) 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. L’évolution du paramètre «A»-la SURFACE du statokinésigramme (mm2.) 
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La surface du statokinésigramme (« A ») nous offre des informations sur les 
mouvements d'amplitude antéro-postérieure et latérale des sujets. L'évolution de ce paramètre a 
été bonne, seulement au deux des sujets étudiés (6 et11) les valeurs n’ont pas évolué 
favorablement, c’est á dire la baisse de ce paramètre. Il s'ensuit que l'oscillation totale 
elliptique a eu une tendance de se diminuer, concluant ainsi que la fonction globale de 
maintenir l'équilibre s’est améliorée à 83,3% des sujets. Il est à noter l’évolution du sujet 10 
(l'âge de 4 ans) qui a enregistré un progresse spectaculaire par rapport à l'évolution des autres 
sujets. 

 
Tab. 3 Le paramètre « Lt » la longueur du statokinésigramme (mm.) 

 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. L’évolution du paramètre «Lt» -la LONGEUR du statokinésigramme (mm.) 
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Ce paramètre représente la longueur du trajet parcouru par le centre de pression du 
corps pendant l'exercice. Il y a une tendance positive à 75% des sujets. Les sujets 3, 7 et 12 se 
sont inscrits pour cette régression paramètre, mais les valeurs ne sont pas très grandes, ce qui 
nous fait supposer que l'évolution a été influencée par des facteurs comme la fatigue et 
l'environnement dans le moment de l évaluation finale. 

Les résultats de la séquence 2 (les yeux fermés) 
Cette séquence réalisée les yeux fermés, les valeurs des paramètres étudiés («A» et 

«Lt») ont eu une légère augmentation. L'amplitude des mouvements dans la séquence 2 a 
augmenté par rapport à la valeur de séquence 1, les systèmes de contrôle sensori-moteur étant 
privés de la contribution importante des impressions visuelles, ce qui montre une instabilité 
permanente. 

 
Conclusions 
 
 A la séquence 1 (les yeux ouverts), l'analyse des paramètres étudiés indique une 

tendance favorable des paramètres mesurés («A» et «Lt») conduisant à une meilleure stabilité 
orthostatique aux sujets. 

 A la séquence 2 (les yeux fermés), on identifie une stabilité plus faible que les 
conditions de rétroaction visuelle. 

 Malgré l'âge des sujets (4-7ans), ils se sont montrés réceptifs et ils ont compris 
facilement les tâches qu'ils avaient à remplir, sans être nécessaire autres explications. 

 Pour la transmission de la charge de travail, nous avons mené une approche ludique, 
en s'adaptant le langage aux particularités psychologiques et de l'âge des sujets. Par exemple, la 
plate-forme a été appelé «Le géant». Pour réaliser les tâches du travail, nous avons proposé aux 
sujets à s’imaginer qu’ils jouent le rȏle d’un papillon (la projection du centre de gravité) qui 
doit suivre un autre papillon (le spot mobil). Il faut constater que les tests ont été passionnants 
pour les sujets, présentant leur intérêt et leur enthousiasme à chaque séance d'entraînement. 

 Pour nous, les résultats obtenus dans cette période courte d’évaluation sont très 
encourageants et très mobilisateurs. Nous considérons aussi que l'étude doit continuer sur 
beaucoup de sujets, en soutenant les entraîneurs dans les programmes de la sélection et de la 
préparation des athlètes. 
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LE ROLE D’ELECTROSTIMULATION EN REEDUCATION 
PELVIPERINEALE 

 
Rolul electrostimulării în reeducarea pelviperineală 

 
 

El-Bsat Ruxandra Mirela6,  
conf.univ.dr, UNEFS Bucharest 

 
Rezumat. Reeducarea pelviperineală constă din ansamblul tehnicilor 

nonchirurgicale şi nonfarmacologice folosite pentru tratamentul tulburărilor de 
statică pelvină şi disfuncţiilor organelor pelvine. Ea a fost iniţiată în 1948 de 
către Arnold Kegel în scopul tonifierii musculaturii perineale  în urma sarcinii. 
Sfera indicaţiilor reeducării pelviperineale s-a extins odată cu apariţia unor 
tehnici ce completează exerciţiile Kegel, respectiv introducerea electrostimulării 
, a biofeedbak-ului, a tehnicilor comportamentale etc. Electrostimularea în cazul 
incontinenţei urinare de efort contractă musculatura perineală în aceeaşi 
manieră ca şi contracţiile corecte şi eficace de tip Kegel. Avantajul contracţiilor 
induse prin electrostimulare şi exerciţiile de contracţie voluntară constă în 
faptul că muşchii adecvaţi sunt mereu solicitaţi. Pe lângă răspunsul motor 
direct, stimularea electrică poate provoca fie o dispersie contractilă în toţi 
muşchii perineali fie în anumiţi muşchi în funcţie de tipul de sondă folosit. 
Aceste contracţii au avantajul tonifierii musculaturii pelvine dar in acelaşi timp 
de ridicare a colului vezical şi de creştere a rezistenţei a mecanismelor implicate 
în scurgerile urinare 

Cuvinte cheie: electrostimulare, reeducare pelviană 
 
Rezumé.Reeducation pelviperineale consiste par l’ensemble des 

techniques nonchirurgicales et nonfarmacologiques utilisees pour le traitement 
des troubles de statique pelvienne et disfonctions des organes pelvines. Elle a ete 
initiee en 1948 par Arnold Kegel pour tonifier la musculature perineale suivant 
la grossesse. La stimulation électrique dans le cas d’une incontinence d’effort 
contracte la musculature périnéale de la même manière qu’une contraction 
correcte et efficace de type Kegel. L’avantage de la contraction induite par la 
stimulation sur les exercices de contraction volontaire réside dans le fait que les 
muscles adéquats sont toujours sollicités. Outre la réponse motrice directe, la 
stimulation électrique peut provoquer soit une dispersion contractile dans tous 
les muscles périnéaux soit éventuellement dans certains muscles selon le type de 
sondes utilisées. Ces contractions ont l’avantage de renforcer la musculature 
pelvienne mais aussi et surtout d’élever le col vésical et d’augmenter la 
résistance des mécanismes impliqués dans la fuite urinaire. 

Mots clé: electrostimulation,  reeducation pelviperineale 
 
Le sujet abordee 

Reeducation pelviperineale consiste par l’ensemble des techniques nonchirurgicales et 
nonfarmacologiques utilisees pour le traitement des troubles de statique pelvienne et 

                                                   
6 coressponding author: andabsat@yahoo.com 
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disfonctions des organes pelvines. Elle a ete initiee en 1948 par Arnold Kegel pour tonifier la 
musculature perineale suivant la grossesse.  

Les indications de la reeducation perineale se sont multiplies avec l’apparition des 
techniques comme electrostimulation, le biofeedback, les techniques comportamentales. 

Avant de indication pour reeducation perineale, le therapeut doit faire une anamnese 
complete visant les antecedents gyneco/obstetricales qui peuvent etre des facteurs determinants 
pour l’incntinence urinaire: dechirure du perinee pendant l’achoument, des nouveau/nees pesan 
plus de 3,750 kg, utilisation de forceps, la presence d’une incontinence transitoire postpartum. 

L’examen clinique consiste d’un examen vulvovaginale (troficite, etat du col uterine, 
tonicite, chercher un prolaps, signes de l’incontinence urinaire de l’effort), doublee par un 
examen neurologique perineal et des segments sacrees. 

Revue de la littérature 

Le nerf pudendal est le nerf-clef de la stimulation électrique pour agir sur l’incontinence 
urinaire d’effort et l’impériosité mictionnelle grâce à: - son importante répartition dans le 
plancher pelvien; - son rôle primordial dans le cycle mictionnel, dans l’activité vésicale et dans 
la fonction des muscles pelvi-périnéaux; - sa grande accessibilité par la région vaginale et 
anorectale. Les électrodes placées dans le vagin ou l’anus peuvent ainsi accéder à un nombre 
significatif de fibres nerveuses afférentes (sensitives) du nerf pudendal et plus particulièrement 
du nerf de l’élévateur de l’anus. 

Les premières études (Lindstom, Fall, Carlsson et Erlandson en 1983), avaient conclu 
au fait que la stimulation pelvienne utilise les voies nerveuses pudendales réflexes provoquant 
une contraction massive des muscles pelvi-périnéaux et/ou une réduction des contractions des 
vessies désinhibées.  

La stimulation électrique dans le cas d’une incontinence d’effort contracte la 
musculature périnéale de la même manière qu’une contraction correcte et efficace de type 
Kegel. L’avantage de la contraction induite par la stimulation sur les exercices de contraction 
volontaire réside dans le fait que les muscles adéquats sont toujours sollicités. Outre la réponse 
motrice directe, la stimulation électrique peut provoquer soit une dispersion contractile dans 
tous les muscles périnéaux soit éventuellement dans certains muscles selon le type de sondes 
utilisées. Ces contractions ont l’avantage de renforcer la musculature pelvienne mais aussi et 
surtout d’élever le col vésical et d’augmenter la résistance des mécanismes impliqués dans la 
fuite urinaire. 

Electrostimulation pour provoquer une contraction musculaire du plancher pelvien : 
muscles élévateurs de l’anus, sphincter externe de l’urètre et de l’anus. Elle peut aussi induire 
une inhibition vésicale. L’activation est essentiellement indirecte en raison du seuil 
d’excitabilité de la fibre musculaire infiniment plus élevée que le seuil d’excitabilité des 
afférences et efférences nerveuses  

Elle permet également une aide à la prise de conscience du plancher pelvien et de ses 
contractions, le renforcement musculaire, l’obtention d’une antalgie, l’obtention d’une miction 
en cas de vessie hypoactive (électrostimulation vésicale)  

Les types de courants utilisee sont: courants  biphasiques,  pour des raisons de sécurité 
(absence de risque en présence de matériel, échauffements tissulaires limités, absence de 
réaction polaire alcaline/acide au niveau des électrodes), le courant continuu, les courants 
interferentielle. 

Pour la stimulation du plancher pelvien, le faradisme and  est comparable à la 
stimulation maximale: de brèves slaves de stimulation cyclique génèrent une contraction du 
plancher pelvien et la patiente a pour instruction d’effectuer une contraction volontaire ;•pour 
la stimulation intravésicale, les courants d’impulsions monophasiques rectangulaires de 0,2 à 
0,7 ms de durée, ont une intensité ne dépassant pas 65 mA. 
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La thérapie interférentielle consiste à appliquer deux courants concurrents (courants 
interférentiels de moyenne fréquence) qui induisent une stimulation de basse fréquence dans la 
région concernée. La différence des deux courants de moyenne fréquence est de 1 à 10 Hz, le 
temps de stimulation de 20 minutes. L’intensité varie de 6,5 à 18 mA selon les patients. 

Pour l’électrostimulation classique les appareils sont à canal unique, alimentés par pile. 
Ils émettent des impulsions biphasiques continues ou intermittentes, de 10 à 100 Hz, avec une 
largeur d’impulsion de 0,5 à 1 ms. Certains stimulateurs disposent de commandes servant à 
ajuster la fréquence, le cycle de service et le rythme. Le stimulus et l’intensité du courant sont 
également réglables. Tous ces systèmes permettent une modulation simple de l’intensité de la 
contraction. Ils assurent une tension constante ou un courant constant qui conserve la même 
forme d’onde malgré les variations d’impédance. La plupart des appareils permettent d’ajuster 
le temps nécessaire au stimulus pour atteindre l’intensité maximale et revenir à une intensité 
nulle. Pour minimiser le problème de la douleur, l’amplitude du stimulus (intensité) est 
augmentée progressivement. Les electrodes utilisees sont de type endocavitaire, les sondes 
vaginales, anales, vesicale et electrodes cutanees. Les conditions particulières influant sur le 
choix de la sonde sont la taille (profondeur de 4 à 12 cm) et la forme (par exemple atrésie ou 
béance) du vagin, l’angle vaginal (10 à 4°) et la qualité des muscles élévateurs de l’anus (fibres 
fines ou épaisses), le type et le degré de la descente de la paroi vaginale 

Les électrodes périnéales, anales externes sont utilisées lorsqu’il existe des contre-
indications à l’implantation d’électrodes endocavitaires   

Les électrodes cutanées sont utilisées pour la thérapie interférentielle. Une électrode est 
placée sur l’anus et la seconde en dessous de la symphyse pubienne, maintenue en place par un 
petit sac de sable. Devant la lourdeur de certains traitements de multiples tentatives de 
sélection de patientes ont été décrites. Aucune ne semble faire l’unanimité Seule constante, la 
stimulation électrique doit être effectuée en association avec un programme d’entraînement du 
plancher pelvien (incontinence urinaire d’effort) ou d’éducation vésicale (incontinence par 
impériosité). Elle est également recommandée, chez les femmes souffrant d’incontinence 
urinaire et de dysfonction du plancher pelvien et ayant suivi sans succès un entraînement 
musculaire pelvien en traitement de première intention. L’électrostimulation doit être utilisée 
avec précaution s’il existe une dénervation du plancher pelvien. Les patientes présentant un 
prolapsus sévère  sont de mauvaises candidates, les prolapsus mineurs ne constituant pas un 
problème significatif. Les principales contre-indications à la stimulation électrique sont les 
stimulateurs cardiaques, la grossesse ou le risque de grossesse éventuelle car le risque fœtal n’a 
pas été évalué, un résidu postmictionnel supérieur à 100 ml, une obstruction de l’urètre, un 
urètre fixé, irradié ou cicatriciel, une hémorragie, une infection urinaire ou vaginale, une 
tumeur intrapelvienne. 

La durée de l’impulsion doit être aussi courte que possible, mais suffisamment longue 
pour provoquer une contraction. La période de repos séparant les stimuli successifs doit être au 
moins quatre ou cinq fois plus longue que la durée du stimulus. L’intensité du stimulus doit 
être suffisante pour permettre une contraction de puissance moyenne, mais doit éviter d’induire 
une douleur. 

 
Tableau 1. Évaluation de l’efficacité de l’électrostimulation fonctionnelle du plancher pelvien 

 

Bo şi colab. (1999) Brubaker şi colab. 
(1997)  Sand şi colab. (1994) 

Pays Norvege USA USA 
Population 107 121 52 
Age(annes) 49,5 (24–70) Groupe ESF : 56 ± 11,9 53,2 ± 11,4 
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  Groupe martor : 
57,7 ± 12,4  

Pathologie IUE IUE (n = 60) IUE 
  IU par impériosité  
  (n = 28)  
  IU mixte (n = 33)  
Groupe traite (n) EEP n = 25 ESF transvaginală ESF transvaginală 
 ESF n = 25 n = 61 n = 35 

 Cônes n = 27 Fréquence = 20 Hz 
traitement huit semaines 

Fréquence = 50 Hz 
traitement 12 semaines 

Grup temoin (n) netratat n = 30 placebo n = 60 placebo n = 17 
Critères de 
résultats 

Fuites sur trois 
jours Calendar micţional Fuites/24 h 

 Stress pad-test Bilan urodynamique Fuites/semaine 

 Pad-test/24 h Évaluation de la qualité 
de vie Protections/semaine 

 Index des fuites  Pad-test 

 Index d’activité 
sociale  

Mesure de la force du 
plancher pelvien (mmHg) 
(mm Hg) 

   Quantification et 
circonstances des fuites 

   
Mesure de la qualité de 
vie par échelle visuelle 
analogique 

Resultats 

L’amélioration de 
la force 
musculaire du 
plancher pelvien 
est 
significativement 
supérieure dans le 
groupe EPP par 
rapport aux 
groupes ESF et 
cône (p = 0,03). 

Après huit semaines de 
traitement 49 % des IU 
par impériosité du 
groupe ESF sont 
guéries, pas 
d’amélioration 
significative du groupe 
témoin. Pour l’IUE pas 
de différence 
significative avant et 
après traitement entre 
l’ESF et le placébo. 

Après 12 semaines de 
traitement 27 % de 
guérisons et 62 % 
significativement 
améliorées. La force 
musculaire pelvienne est 
meilleure dans le groupe 
ESF que dans le groupe 
témoin (p = 0,02). 

Conclusions 

L’entraînement 
musculaire du 
plancher pelvien 
est plus efficace 
que l’ESF et les 
cônes dans le 
traitement de 
l’IUE 
 

L’ESF apparaît comme 
étant un traitement 
approprié de l’IU par 
impériosité 

L’électrostimulation 
transvaginale du plancher 
pelvien est un moyen 
efficace pour traiter l’IUE 

ESF: électrostimulation fonctionnelle; EPP: exercices du plancher pelvien; IUE: incontinence 
urinaire d’effort ;  IU: incontinence urinaire. 
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Conclusions 
 
Les exploitations statistiques sont insuffisantes pour évaluer les facteurs influençant la 

qualité des résultats de la rééducation périnéale; au mieux peut-on dégager les grandes 
tendances: l’âge, l’ancienneté des troubles n’influenceraient pas la qualité des résultats de la 
rééducation. La gravité initiale des fuites, la présence de prolapsus, les antécédents de chirurgie 
et les incontinences urinaires mixtes auraient une influence négative sur la qualité des résultats. 
L’étude de Bo et al., met en évidence que l’électrostimulation fonctionnelle ne suffit pas et que 
les exercices du plancher pelvien sont supérieurs. Il semble important d’associer 
l’électrostimulation à d’autres techniques. Pour Cherpin, comparant l’électrostimulation seule à 
la combinaison électrostimulation/biofeed-back selon un même protocole, la probabilité 
d’avoir un bon résultat est plus forte en cas de combinaison. 
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EVALUATING TEACHING COMPETENCIES AND THEIR EFFECT 
ON DEVELOPING STUDENTS' ACHIEVEMENT IN SOME MOTOR 

SKILLS OF SOME TEAM SPORTS 
 

Evaluarea competenţelor de predare şi efectul acestora asupra 
performanţelor studenţilor în unele abilităţi motorii din unele sporturi de 

echipă  
 
 

Professor: Nadhim  Khadim  Jawad, PH.D  
Assist. professor: Mageda  Hamid  Kambash, PH.D 

University of Baghdad, Iraq 
 
 
 

Rezumat: O cercetare cu caracter descriptiv a fost efectuată de către doi 
profesori folosind o scară de evaluare a competenţelor elaborată în acest scop, 
alături de testele de evaluare a competenţelor motrice, în vederea testării 
anumitor competenţe motrice care se încadrează în curriculum adoptat de 
Ministerul Educaţiei din Irak. Eşantionul cercetării este format din 87 profesori 
de educaţie fizică şi 3000 de studenţi. În vederea analizării rezultatelor, s-a 
folosit metoda deducţiei statistice, pentru a proba ipotezele cercetării, care au 
rezultat în concluziile şi recomandările înaintate în acest articol. 

Cuvinte cheie: competenţă educaţională, abilităţi motrice, student, 
professor. 

Abstract. A descriptive research has been adopted by the two researchers 
and a scale of educational competencies constructed by them has been used in 
addition to using tests of motor performance of certain motor skills selected in 
accordance with the curriculum adopted by Ministry of Education, Iraq. The 
sample consists of (87)teachers of physical education and (3) thousands 
students. A descriptive deduction statistics has been used to analyze results to 
attain aims involved with the research work. A number of conclusions and 
recommendations have been put forward. 

Key words: educational competence, motor skills, student, teacher 
 

Introduction and Significance of the Study  
 

A teacher is one of the principal factors of the educational process through directing the 
physical students’ activities and resurrecting tendency in the students towards serious and 
accurate work to achieve the aims of the educational unit. 

It is emphasized (Ibrahim 1996) that the development achieved in the scientific material 
and its clear reflections on prominence of many difficulties, which face it. These can be 
identified in two aspects: first, the nature of sciences and while the second factor correlates 
with educational competences of the teacher and this is what was referred to by (Fakher et al.) 
and (Wafa' AlAnbaky 2006). The main reasons behind the failure of the attempts made to 
develop the curricula in some countries are: the weakness of the teachers’ competences in 
using the information of the curriculum, the teachers’ inability to display and simplify the 
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information to the suitable level of their teacher because of weakness of the level of preparing 
of those teachers. Bruner also adds that the teacher must have variable forms of manners such 
he should be an affective sample in forming the tendencies, trends and values of the students; 
besides he should be conductor and should know the studying materials. Thus, the significance 
is measuring the teachers teaching competences, with the objective style far from the 
subjective decisions of the importance and effectiveness of the teacher in achieving the 
educational and pedagogic goals of the educational organizations.  
 

Problem of the study: The researchers try in their study to answer the following 
question: Is there a relation between the educational competences and the acquisition of some 
motor skills of the students? 

Goals of the study: The study aims at: 

1. Specifying a list of the necessary teaching competences for intermediate schools 
sports teachers. 

2. Surveying teaching competences for intermediate schools sports teachers and their 
impact on students' acquisition of certain skills. 

3. Surveying the level of teaching competences among intermediate schools female and 
male sports teachers. 
 

Domains of the Study: 
 

1. Human Domain:  
1.1 Female and male teachers of the intermediate schools in Baquba district. 
1.2 Female and male students of the intermediate schools in Baquba district. 
1.3 The pedagogic supervisors of the Directorate of Sports Activities and the 

specialized supervising department in the directorate of education in Diyala.   
1.4 The headmasters of the intermediate schools in Baquba district  
 
2. Place Domain  
2.1 Intermediate schools in Baquba district  
2.2 The department of pedagogic supervision. 
2.3 The department of Sports Activities. 
 
3. Time Domain. The period from the 11th December 2010 to the 13th of April2011 

 
Reviewing literature: 
 
 Iraqi Studies: AL-Khazragi( 2010)  
 
The study entitled "The professional competences of educational directors and its 

relation with the social status" aims at measuring professional and the cognitive competences 
of educational directors, besides, identifying the relation between the professional competence 
and the social status. 

Arabic Studies, Al- Azzam(2000)  
The study entitled "The Teaching Competences of Islamic Education Teachers 

According to Directors' and Teachers' Views" aims at specifying the teaching competences of 
Islamic Education teachers in Jordan. The descriptive research method has been adopted. The 
sample of the study consists of (12) directors and (100) teachers, a questionnaire has been used 
to collect the data .  The questionnaire includes (70) teaching competences distributed on (7) 
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fields. simple coefficient , Qui square ,mean, T.test and percentage have been used to analyze 
results and a number of conclusions and recommendations have been put forward. 

 
3- Foreign Studies: Clay( 1994)  
The study entitled "The Educational Psychological Competence of The Newly 

Appointed High School Teacher" aims at identifying the teaching competences of the newly 
appointed high school teacher and the appropriateness of these competences in acquiring 
certain characteristics to improve learning quality.  
 

Method of the Study: The researcher used the scanning method. 

Sample of the Study: The sample of the study consists of (58) teachers (51) of the are 
males and (7) are females. While the students are (963) and are they random selected? 
Tools and Apparatus used: The researchers used a group of suitable tools and apparatus, 
besides a scale of teaching competences and tests of motor skills. 

Pilot Studies: the researchers conducted some pilot studies to avoid the errors of the 
measurements  

 
Displaying, Analyzing and Discussing the results 
  
Having data regarding the  teaching competences assimilated , the two researchers have 

arranged the level of teaching competences according to the scale they have developed to 
specify the highest to the lowest one. They have specified the high group and the low one 
according to testing (28%) of the high group and (28%) of the low one that the sample of (39) 
teachers for both.  

 The researchers used the Mean and Standard Deviation for the performance of the 
sample on the scale of the teaching competences while the Counted and Tabulated (T) tests are 
used to identify the relation between the low and the high groups as shown in tables 1 and 2  

  
Table 1. The Means, The Standard Deviations, and(T) Values 

 

 
Sample 

 

Sample 
Quantity Mean Standard 

Deviation 
Counted 

T 
Tabulated 

T Level 

High 
group 

 
39 77.43 9.51 

10.60 2.00 
 

Meaningful 
 

Low group 
 39 48.55 15.24 
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Table 2. The Means, The Standard Deviations, and (T) Values of the sample of the study in  
the motor skill tests 

Sk
ill

 

 
Sa

m
pl

e 
 

Sa
m

pl
e 

Q
ua

nt
ity

 

M
ea

n 

St
an

da
rd

 
D

ev
ia

tio
n 

C
ou

nt
ed

 
T 

Ta
bu

la
te

d 
T Level 

Putting down  
(Football) 

High 265 5.67 0.74 

3.6 2.04 

 
 

Meaningful 
 
 

Low 336 4.48 1.5 

Serving 
(Volleyball) 

High 265 8.21 1.43 
3.21 2.04 

 
Meaningful 

 Low 336 6.25 2.05 

Scoring 
(Basketball) 

High 231 6.36 0.08 
1.46 2.12 Meaningful 

 Low 131 7.37 1.73 

Chest Pass 
High 265 15.89 2.93 

2.42 2.42 Meaningful 
 Low 336 19.5 2.32 

Chest Pass 
with stability 

High 231 21.22 2.79 4.56 2.02 Meaningful 
 Low 131 26.14 1.66 

 
Conclusions 

 
1. Teachers own effective teaching competences can ensure better motor skills learning for their 
students. 
2. The objective evaluation of competences has enhanced some students morally. 
3. The students who learned motor skills are morally better than those who did not. 
4. Teaching competences participate actively in lesson planning, preparation and eventually in 
achieving the educational aims. 
 

Recommendations: 
 
1. Making use of the adopted scale in evaluating physical education (sports) teachers all over 
the country. 
2. Working on developing physical education (sports) teachers' teaching competences.     
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SPONDYLOLYSIS AND SPONDYLOLISTHESIS IN SPORTS 
ACTIVITY 

 
Spondilolisisul şi spondilolistezisul în activitatea sportivă 
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Assist. Lecturer PhD student  

National University of Physical Education and Sports - Bucharest  
Section: Kinesitherapy and special motricity 

 
Rezumat. Într-un studiu realizat asupra 3152 sportivi de înaltă 

performanţă spanioli din diferite ramuri sportive, Soler şi Calderòn (2000) au 
găsit o frecvenţă a spondilolisisului de 8,02% iar prezenţa spondilolisisului 
asociată cu spondilolistezisul este de 30,27%, cu diferenţe semnificative în 
funcţie de ramura sportivă practicată, femeile fiind mai frecvent afectate, iar 
Balius, R., (1997) găseşte ambele leziuni cu o frecvenţă de 20%. Perspective în 
domeniu. Orice sportiv care are mai puţin de 20 de ani şi care participă la o 
disciplină sportivă unde hiperextensia lombară face parte din gesturile sale 
tehnice şi care este găsit pozitiv la testul de extensie în sprijin unipodal este 
suspect de posibilitatea de a suferi spondilolisis. (Heck;Sparano, 2000). 
Aplicaţii utilitare. Literatura de specialitate ne oferă date statistice referitoare 
la incidenţa spondilolisisul şi spondilolistezisul în diferite discipline sportive. 
Concluzii. Se impun o serie de măsuri preventive care trebuie aduse la 
cunoştinţa sportivilor, antrenori  care să cunoască etiopatogenia acestor leziuni 
precum şi un pesonal medical calificat care să recunoască şi să realizeze un 
tratament timpuriu a spondilolisisului care ar putea preveni eventuale disfuncţii 
vertebrale sau o posibilă spondilolistezis.  

Cuvinte cheie: spondilolisis, spondilolistezis, sport, coloană vertebrală. 
 
Abstract. Stage of knowledge. In a study conducted on 3,152 Spanish elite 

athletes involved in various sports branches, Soler and Calderòn (2000) 
identified that the spondylolysis incidence was 8.02% and the presence of 
spondylolysis associated to spondylolisthesis was 30.27%, with significant 
differences depending on the practiced sports branch, women being more 
frequently affected, while Balius (1997) found, for both of the defects, a 
prevalence reaching 20%. Perspectives in the field. Any athlete under 20 years 
old who participates in a sports discipline where the lumbar hyperextension is 
part of his technical gestures and who has positive results in the unipodal 
support extension test is susceptible to suffer from spondylolysis (Heck and 
Sparano, 2000). Utilitarian applications. The specialty literature provides 
statistical data related to the spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis incidence in 
different sports disciplines. Conclusions. Athletes should be informed about the 
application of some essential preventive steps, coaches should know the 
etiopathogenesis of these defects and the medical stuff should be skilled enough 

                                                   
7 coressponding author: leonard_acasandrei@yahoo.es 
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to identify and administer an early treatment for the spondylolysis, which could 
prevent the future vertebral dysfunctions or a possible spondylolisthesis.  

Key-words: spondylolysis, spondylolisthesis, sports, spinal column. 
 
Approached topic 
 
The growing interest in both recreational and elite sports activities has determined, in 

recent decades, a considerable increase of the locomotor apparatus pathologies. Among them, 
the lumbar pain is the athletes’ most common musculoskeletal condition with a prevalence 
oscillating between 3.3 and 4.6% of the overuse injuries specific to sports activity. This 
percentage includes spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis, two frequent causes of the athlete’s 
spinal column chronic disorders (Garces, 1994). 

 From the analysis of different investigation studies, we can detach a direct relationship 
between different sports gestures and the manifestation of a determined condition, and thus we 
can notice that some sports disciplines are more susceptible to provoke such injuries (Crespo, 
Martin, 1994).   

 

Stage of knowledge. Definition of terms 

Spondylolysis is an abnormality caused by an ossification defect usually produced 
between the upper and lower joint apophyses (pars interarticularis region) of the vertebral arch 
and it can lead to the vertebra fracture (figure 1B). Generally, it occurs at the fifth lumbosacral 
vertebra level (L5-S1), followed by the L4 level, other localizations being less common by far 
(Soler, Calderòn, 2000, table no. 1). 

 
Table no. 1. Spondylolysis localization (according to Soler and Calderòn, 2000) 

Localization Congeni et al.  
(1997) 

Soler and Calderòn  
(2000) 

Bilateral - Balius  
(1997) 

L1  0.38% 0 

L2  0.77% 1 

L3 6% 1.91% 1 

L4 23% 11.88% 3 

L5 71% 84.29% 62 

S1  0.77% 5 

Total 34 261 72 
 
The incidence percentage is comprised between 71 and 95% at the L5 level and 

between 5 and 15% at the L4 level. Although in most of the cases the spondylolysis affects 
both of the vertebral (bilateral) pedicles, 21.84% of the injuries are unilateral and seem to be 
connected to asymmetrical sports. This can be explained by the anatomic vulnerability of the 
fifth lumbar vertebra in the pars interarticularis region and by the fact that, at this spinal 
column level, there is a maximal load due to the repeated movements of flexion-extension 
(Balius, 1997). 

Spondylolysis is one of the most common causes of athletes’ lumbar pain and it is not 
congenital, because it has never been met in newborn babies. However, the vertebral arch 
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ossification problems seem to be influenced by genetic or hereditary factors. Unlike other 
overuse fractures, normally the bone consolidation doesn’t occur, the exception being when 
there is about an isthmic-type. The highest incidence is between 5 and 6 years old, because at 
this age the vertebral arch is not completely ossified, which favors the injury production after 
the participation in some sports activities very stressful to the spine (Crespo, Martin, 1994).  
                         

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  

A                                   B                                    C  
Figure no. 1. A. Pars interarticularis region; B. Spondylolysis; C. Spondylolisthesis 

(http://orthoinfo.aaos.org) 
 
Spondylolisthesis is the forward slippage (sub-luxation) of a vertebral body with respect 

to the one beneath it (figure 1C). The vertebra forward slippage is common at the L5 level over 
S1, particularly in young persons. All the examined spondylolisthesis cases had a dorsolumbar 
localization and none of them exceeded grade 1. In adult patients, the slippage of L4 over L5 is 
common, being associated to the degenerative spondylolisthesis. Discal degeneration is a 
factor associated before the vertebral slippage to spondylolisthesis and in the case of the 
vertebral body injuries. A study about the evaluation of the lumbar column skeletal age 
concluded that a mature spine incidence to develop a vertebral slippage is decreased 
(Gunzburg and Sypalskz, 2006). 

The spondylolisthesis severity depends on the vertebral slippage percentage. This one 
can be determined by taking the sacrum as a reference point (when slippage is at the L5 level), 
by visualizing it through an X-ray and by dividing the vertebral body into four equal parts. 

 
 

 
Grade 1: less than 25% of the vertebral 

diameter 
Grade 2: between 25 and 50%. 
Grade 3: between 50 and 75%. 
Grade 4: between 75 and 100%. 
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Figure no. 2. Spondylolisthesis grades  
         (www.focusphysiotherapy.com) 
 
 
The slippage percentage noticed on the X-ray image will orient the treatment. Subjects 

presenting symptoms and a slippage of at least 30% can initiate a conservative treatment that 
firstly limits the intense activity and uses anti-inflammatory medications, as well as stretching 
and strengthening exercises (Tejada Barreras, 2009). 

 
Prevalence of the injuries 
 
Spondylolysis affects, according to Soler and Calderòn (2000), about 3 to 7% of the 

population, with differences depending on the race. A series of studies calculate that, in 
athletes, the spondylolysis prevalence is 3 to 4 times (12-32%) greater than in non-athletes and 
Balius (1997) places it between 10 and 15%, depending on the practiced sports. For instance, 
in female gymnasts, spondylolysis is 4 times more frequent than in the feminine population 
who doesn’t practice any sports. 

In a study conducted on 3,152 Spanish elite athletes involved in various sports 
branches, Soler and Calderòn (2000) identified that the spondylolysis incidence was 8.02%. 
Other authors quoted by them, such as Rossi and Dragoni (1990), made a research on a group 
of elite athletes and found a spondylolysis percentage of 12.45%, while Congeni et al. (1997), 
in a research based on radiographs, magnetic resonance imaging and computed tomography 
found a percentage reaching 47%.  

According to Soler and Calderòn (2000), the presence of spondylolysis associated to 
spondylolisthesis in top performance athletes is 30.27%, with significant differences depending 
on the practiced sports branch, women being more frequently affected, while Balius (1997) 
found, for both of the defects, a prevalence reaching 20%. 

The vertebra fracture can be explained by starting from a congenital cause up to a stress 
fracture produced by recurrent lumbar hyperextension movements associated to rotations and, 
in many situations, accompanied by overloads or impacts concentrated in the pars 
interarticularis portion (Balius, 2000).   

Spondylolysis must be considered a stress fracture caused by the repetition of 
movements that stress the vertebral arch and facets, and not by an acute traumatism. In 
athletes, the mechanical factor prevalence is more important than any other etiologic factor.  

Spondylolisthesis is known to appear because of a stress fracture in the pars 
interarticularis region, but the exact cause of the vertebra anterior slippage remains unknown. 
Thus, in order to find a causal relationship, different variables were analyzed: age, gender, 
slippage initial grade, slippage angle, spina bifida occulta etc. (Garcia Molina, 2009).  

Many studies identified a close association between the pars interarticularis 
abnormalities and spina bifida occulta. While observing a young athlete suffering from low 
back pain and practicing a sport involving the overstress of the pars interarticularis portion, the 
fact that he also has spina bifida occulta represents a factor important to the prognostic of the 
stretched isthmic-type (Balius, 2000). 

 
 Perspectives in the field 
 
The clinical examination of subjects suffering from such injuries emphasizes the 

following aspects (Balius et al., 1998; Garces, 1994; Soler, Calderòn, 2000): 
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 Pain in the low back region, although it is not always manifest. A great number of 
subjects are asymptomatic and, in their case, the injury is discovered by chance. Pain is more 
frequent in the adolescents participating in sports that require recurrent movements at the 
spinal column level.  

 At the deep palpation of the last lumbar vertebrae, pain is possible to appear, while in 
other situations, it is associated to a reflex muscular contracture of the paravertebral region, 
which makes the pain persist inclusively at rest. 

 In children, the radicular syndrome is less frequently met and the symptomatic 
spondylolysis is associated to the lumbar pain radiating into buttocks and the lower limbs. In 
the severe spondylolisthesis, the lumbar pain is unilateral, being accompanied by radiations at 
the sacroiliac joint level. 

 Symptoms are aggravated when subjects perform a repetitive physical activity that 
forces them to take a break or limit their activity. Usually, the pain bursts when they perform a 
lumbar hyperextension, extension or rotation. 

 At the physical examination, we detect a hyperlordotic posture accompanied by a 
shortening of the hamstring muscles. 

 The hamstring contracture is noticed in 80% of the symptomatic cases, being 
considered the consequence of an irritation at the nervous root level, although there is no 
conclusive evidence to confirm it.  

 In some cases, studies described a scoliosis associated to subjects affected by a 
dysplasia-type spondylolisthesis and the prevalence of scoliosis associated to spondylolisthesis 
is 4 times greater in the population with an isthmic-type condition, as compared to the normal 
population.  

 Balius (1997) noticed that the spondylolysis group had, from the dynamic point of 
view, a more horizontalized sacrum, which means that the S1 postero-superior angle 
compromises the lumbar posterior arch.  

The radiographs used to visualize this defect in the pars interarticularis portion is 
essential to diagnose the symptomatic spondylolysis. A more accurate diagnosis can be 
realized by using the computed tomography (which indicates if the abnormality is unilateral or 
bilateral) and the magnetic resonance imaging. The unilateral spondylolysis is rather difficult 
to detect by the X-rays in its first stages, because some precise signs appear only when a 
fracture occurs (Soler and Calderòn, 2000). 

In the specialty literature, we meet a simple test called the unipodal support extension 
test that consists of the lower limb hyperextension accompanied by the lumbar extension, 
which determines, in the case of a unilateral abnormality, a pain on the opposite side of the 
supported lower limb. This manipulation can also be performed by the trunk rotation to the 
side where the lumbar pain is perceived (Heck and Sparano, 2000). 

Any athlete under 20 years old who participates in a sports discipline where the lumbar 
hyperextension is part of his technical gestures and who has positive results in the unipodal 
support extension test is susceptible to suffer from spondylolysis (Heck and Sparano, 2000). 

  
Utilitarian applications  
 
The specialty literature provides statistical data related to the spondylolysis and 

spondylolisthesis incidence in different sports disciplines.  Gymnastics, diving, weight lifting, 
kayak-canoe, javelin throw, golf, swimming, football and dancing are the sports disciplines 
where these injuries register the highest incidence, because the spinal column is submitted to a 
maximal load susceptible to damage the vertebral arch (Soler, Calderòn, 2000) (table no.2). 
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Table no. 2. Spondylolysis prevalence in elite athletes 
 (according to Soler, Calderòn, 2000) 

Sports Symptomatic 
spondylolysis 

Throws 66.67% 
Basketball 36.84% 
Combat sports 39.13% 
Cycling 18.18% 
Kayak-canoe 61.54% 
Artistic gymnastics 52.63% 
Rhythmic gymnastics 66.67% 
Handball 40% 
Rugby 50% 
Skiing 50% 
Swimming 33.33% 
Volleyball 57.14% 
Weight lifting 54.55% 

 
The spondylolisthesis prevalence varies depending on the practiced sports as follows 

(table no.3, according to Garcia Molina, 2009). 
 

Table no. 3. Spondylolisthesis prevalence in sports practice 
(according to Garcia Molina, 2009) 

Sports Prevalence 

Gymnastics and ballet 11-32% of the cases 

Swimming 3-27% of the cases 

Weight lifting and wrestling 22-23% of the cases 

Tennis 14% of the cases 

Parachuting 25%  of the cases 

Volleyball 2-20% of the cases 

Judo 12-25% of the cases 

American football                                     15-26% of the cases 

 
In gymnastics, the isthmic-type spondylolisthesis incidence is 5 times greater than in the 

normal population (Crespo, Martin, 1994). 
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An important percentage of swimmers suffer from a lumbar pain induced by 
spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis. Swimmers perform waving movements with their spine, 
particularly in the butterfly and breaststroke styles, which raise the body above the water and 
accumulate a mechanical stress concentration in the lumbosacral zone, by conditioning thus the 
stress fractures that initially are microscopic and posteriorly derive in spondylolysis (Garces, 
Rasines, 2000). For instance, the spondylolysis incidence in the butterfly style is between 3 and 
27% and it is produced by the constant alternation of the hyperextension and flexion 
movements at the lumbar spine level (Garces, 1994). 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure no. 3. Butterfly style (www.acta-ortho.gr) 
 
Most of the subjects with a symptomatic spondylolysis (the initial phases when the 

defect has only a unilateral influence) positively react to the conservative treatment. Any pain-
inducing movement should be avoided (for example, the spine hyperextension). Generally, the 
trunk controlled flexion exercises are recommended, but the stretching exercises are limited 
(Garces, 1994).  

Balius (1997) considers that children and adolescents are not recommended to practice a 
sports activity involving violent exercises that force the spine to perform vertebral 
hypermobility movements. The same author indicates that it is not prescribed to take advantage 
of the exaggerated joint laxity characteristic to young athletes in order to compose exercises 
based on the lumbar spine repeated and forced movements, especially in the hyperlordosis 
sense. According to Garces (1994), we should start with a simple limitation of the physical 
activity, followed by a correction of the technical deficiencies. 

Lloret et al. (1995) propose a treatment relying on subject’s rest in the acute phase, on 
the limitation of his different activities, but also on a program of exercises for the back and the 
abdominal muscles. At the same time, asymptomatic athletes are recommended to continue 
their sports activity. 

Sena et al. (1996) indicate that, in the case of an early diagnostic and if the subject is in 
the lumbar pain phase but without having a fracture yet, he should interrupt any activity 
involving the spine hyperextension and use an orthosis able to limit the spine extension. This 
orthosis must be worn until the pain stops, over a period of at least 6 weeks.  

Garces and Rasines (2000) think that it would be necessary to use over a certain period 
a rigid or semi-rigid back brace in order to obtain the fracture consolidation, while other 
authors recommend the utilization of a modified (antilordotic) Boston-type back brace for 23 
hours a day.  

Garces (1994) prescribes the surgical treatment in the spondylolysis or 
spondylolisthesis advanced phases, when the pain and the radicular injury symptoms are 
persistent, and even in the initial phases, at a percentage of 9 to 15% of the cases. Surgical 
treatment aims at fixing the defect in the pars interarticularis portion by means of screws and if 
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the intervertebral disc beneath it is not altered, a bone graft can be added, by allowing thus, in 
most of the cases, the subject’s reintegration into the sports activity. Garces and Rasines (2000) 
indicate the strengthening of abdominal muscles, the systematic stretching of hamstring 
muscles, the transcutaneous neurostimulation and even local infiltrations with corticoids. 

Conclusions  
 
 The spondylolysis and spondylolisthesis high prevalence in athletes suggest that some 

sports disciplines predispose to the emergence of these types of injuries at the lumbar spine 
level.  

 Different authors generally agreed that some sports disciplines are responsible for 
these injuries, more precisely those involving the lumbar hyperextension associated to the 
vertebral rotation, especially if they are accompanied by loads, for instance in the wrestlers’ 
case (the opponent being the load) or in that of the weightlifters.  

 Athletes should be informed about the application of some essential preventive steps, 
coaches should know the etiopathogenesis of these defects and the medical stuff should be 
skilled enough to identify and administer an early treatment for the spondylolysis, which could 
prevent the future vertebral dysfunctions or a possible spondylolisthesis.  

 It is also necessary for the athletes to possess a correct technique of the different sports 
gestures, where the spine overloading must be avoided, but also to perform specific exercises 
for the muscular stretching and the abdominal muscle strengthening, which should be included 
into their training program. 
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Rezumat. Prin prezenta lucrare am dorit să evidențiem contribuţia 

exerciţiilor acvatice la dezvoltarea capacităţii motrice a copiilor cu hipoacuzie, 
pornind de la premisa că dizabilitățile senzoriale crează o inadapare majoră 
oricărei persoane cu cerințe educative speciale. Gândim astfel că, în acest tip de 
dizabilități hidrokinetoterapia poate reprezenta o metodă complementară de 
tratament, având în vedere că, în mediul acvatic reperele audiției sunt alterate și 
impun reajustări printr-un  efort central de prelucrare a informațiilor acustice. 
Metode: Am apelat la metode menite să stabilească eficiența programelor 
acvatice în optimizarea capacităţii motrice a copiilor cu hipoacuzie. Subiecții au 
fost selecţionaţi dintre pacienți cu vârste cuprinse între 9-13 ani, care stăpânesc 
procedeele tehnice de înot. Abilitățile motorii ale copiilor după aplicarea terapiei 
acvatice au fost determinate prin stabilirea capabilității lor de a se orienta 
spațio-temporal și de a imprima un ritm accelerat curselor înotate – calități 
psihomotrice, susținute de analizatorul auditiv. Rezultate: Studiul a avut ca 
obiectiv principal verificarea funcționalității analizatorului auditiv la copiii cu 
deficit de auz, prin două probe specifice de înot (25 m craul și 50 m bras). S-a 
stabilit că este necesar ca structurile motrice să fie înotate accelerat, în ritm 
impus prin semnale sonore, într-un parcurs nedelimitat de culoare de înot. 
Datele statistice, testul Student (la un prag de încredere de 95%) și coeficientul 
de variabilitate, au prezentat diferențe semnificative doar între evaluările I și III, 
în ambele probe. Între primele două evaluări diferențele nu au fost semnificative 
statistic. Astfel, rezultatele au reliefat ameliorarea în timp a capacității de 
orientare spațio-temporală, a simțului ritmic și, implicit, a funcționalității 
analizatorului acustic. De aceea, evoluția în plan motric a micilor pacienți a fost 
asociată pozitiv cu reabilitarea acvatică. Concluzii: Studiul experimental 
prezentat a reliefat cât de importantă este abordarea hidroterapeutică pentru 
integrarea educațională a persoanelor cu hipoacuzie. Constatările noastre au 
subliniat valoarea programelor acvatice adaptate copiilor hipoacuzici. Având în 
vedere rezultatele lucrării, considerăm că, aceste programe acvatice permit 
înregistrarea recuperării acustice înainte ca deficiența în sine să evolueze.  

Cuvinte-cheie: programe acvatice adaptate, analizator auditiv, deficiențe 
senzoriale, hipoacuzie. 
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Abstract. The present paper emphasizes the aquatic exercise contribution 
to the development of psychomotor capacity in children with hypoacusis, by 
starting from the premise that sensory impairments create a major inadaptation 
to any person with special educational needs. We think that, in this type of 
disorders, hydrokinesitherapy can be a complementary method, by having in view 
the idea that in the water environment the audition landmarks are altered and 
impose perceptive readjustments through a central effort of processing the 
acoustic information. 

  
Key-words: adaptive aquatic programs, auditory analyzer, sensory 

impairment, hypoacusis. 
 
 Introduction 

 We think that, among the other analyzers, the auditory system is given a special role, 
because it has a particular significance to the psychic development process. We can thus assert 
that the auditory reflection gets, for the human being, a pronounced intermediate and 
generalized character, its fundamental content relying on the verbal signal sense. That is why 
hearing becomes, at small ages, indispensable to the child’s language harmonious development 
and to his social integration. Any hearing disturbance influences the entire spectrum of 
phenomena, namely the generator, phonatory, articulator and resonator ones (Ozbič, 2012). 

 Deaf infants with vestibular or cochlear damage are delayed in achieving head control, 
as well as independent sitting and walking (Rapin, 1974). At the same time, differences result 
from these children’s tendency to isolation, which is frequently encouraged by their own 
family (Goodman & Hopper, 1992; Stănescu, 2009). The balance deficit, which may interfere 
with the normal motor development, is often observed in deaf children (Slegel, Marchettl & 
Tecklin, 1991). 

Because some deaf or hypoacusic children present damages at the vestibular apparatus 
level, their static and dynamic balance will be seriously affected. Everyone dealing with 
hearing-impaired children should possess at least a basic knowledge of the ear anatomy, 
physiology and pathology (Diller, 2001).  

When the child has some hearing left at one of the ears, some deficiencies can appear at 
the neck level, because, in his desire to compensate the functional impairment, he will lean it in 
order to hear better. The lack of motor stimulation in the first years of life will have an impact 
on the movement coordination capacity. That is why the time necessary to acquire complex 
movements, at the preschool and early school age, will be longer (Robertson & Elliot, 1996). 
Some older researches on the motor function indicated that when deaf children were compared 
to children with normal hearing, the deaf children showed a deficit related only to the balance 
ability (Slegel, Marchettl, & Tecklin, 1991; Cherng, Hsu, Chen, & Chen, 2007). 

The disability integrated way of approach aims at ensuring a complex intervention able 
to stimulate the child as early as possible, on many sensory levels. Early therapy is absolutely 
necessary, because “speech and language delays may occur in some children with unilateral 
hearing loss, but it is unclear if children ‘catch up’ as they grow older”, according to Lieu 
(2004: 201-207). The author concludes that more research in this area is needed to clarify these 
issues and to determine whether interventions may prevent some potential problems. 

The disabled children’s psychic structure and personality development relies on the 
complex act of compensation. From this perspective, hydrokinesitherapy valorizes the 
children’s valid potential and existing abilities, so that they can adapt to the socio-educational 
requirements. Actually, its therapeutic-aquatic benefits are both physical and psychological. 
Swimming improves the blood circulation, as well as the muscle relaxation and then toning up, 
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but it also optimizes the respiratory and cardiovascular functions. At the same time, the 
opportunity to freely move in the pool increases the self-confidence, by developing the spatial-
temporal orientation and the body awareness, as psychomotor aptitudes that give the child a 
sense of freedom (McWaters, 1988). In this context, we think that the aquatic exercises can 
represent a unique form of intervention, which contributes to children’s motor capacity 
development (Cocchio, 2007). 

  
Hypotheses and objectives of the research 
 
Our study aims at emphasizing that the aquatic exercises significantly contribute to the 

optimization of the hearing-impaired children’s motor capacity. Through adaptive aquatic 
programs (AAP) for the hearing disorders, the acoustic sensations, correlated to the kinesthetic 
and visual ones, under the conditions of a sensorial multi-stimulation, will gradually ensure 
the spatial-temporal orientation in an atypical environment - the water. The AAP will also 
develop the rhythm and pace senses, for a better psychomotor coordination. 

 Subjects were selected among hearing-impaired patients aged 9 to 13 years old, who 
knew the swimming technical strokes. To check our study hypotheses, the used methods aimed 
at establishing the role played by the aquatic means, by the adaptive aquatic programs in the 
treatment of these sensory disorders.  

 
The experimental plan of our formative study was designed to help us: 
a) determine the group of patients to be involved in the experimental situation; 
b) formulate the AAP conditions and rules of organization;  
c) draw up and use the methods and means considered by us to be efficient in improving 

the spatial-temporal orientation and the capacity to impart an accelerated pace to the courses - 
psychomotor abilities (supported by the auditory analyzer); 

d) analyze children’s motor capacity through two swimming events (25 m freestyle and 
50 m breaststroke), in a pool not delimited by swimming lanes; 

e)  statistically process the obtained data, in order to generalize the performed activity 
and to formulate the conclusions. 

Within these programs, we used the following means (table I): 
Table 1. 

Categories 
of exercises 

 
Specific structures 

Duration/ 
number of 
repetitions 

 
Distance 

 

 
Exercises to 
estimate the 
durations 

integral stroke repeated on the same distance, but at 
different time intervals 10 minutes 50 m 

technical stroke by covering progressively longer 
distances within the same time limit - the sonorous 
signal indicates the time is over 

10 minutes 50-60 m 

 
Mediation 

of the 
propriocepti
ve-auditory 

relation 

freestyle gliding with hand support on floating board; 
head is above the water 5 minutes 100 m 

gliding on the back with one arm up and the other 
down; head is slightly lifted 5 minutes 100 m 

breaststroke gliding, by keeping the head above the 
water level 5 minutes 100-200 

m 
feet butterfly, breaststroke or freestyle, on the music 

rhythm - functional music 2-10 minutes 50-200 m 

 
 
 

sprints from the starting-block at different sonorous 
signals (whistle, siren, verbal order etc.), with the 
acoustic accentuation of the key-moments (phases) 

15 minutes  
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Otolithic 
and acoustic 
stimulations 

 

starts in the water from the pool edge, at different 
sonorous signals 
starts by marking (accentuating) the phases and the 

orders through a sonorous signal 
performances under the play form 

freestyle turns 

5-10 minutes 
  

breaststroke turns and phase marking 

butterfly fragmented turns 

turns under playful adversity conditions 

 
Rhythm and 

rhythmicisa-
tion 

 
 
 
 

jumps at a sonorous signal from the pool edge and 
swimming until the second sonorous signal 

5 minutes 
  

swimming with a floating board and integral stroke, by 
changing the technique at an acoustic order 5 minutes 100 m 

breaststroke with a floating board or a floating belt 
under the abdomen, by changing the stroke rhythm at a 
signal 

3-6 minutes 100-200 
m 

feet backstroke with a floating board under the head, by 
changing the stroke rhythm 5 minutes 100 m 

 
Sensory-
motor 

stimulation 

means performing of the registered time 4 minutes 100 m 
performing and one’s own time estimation 1 minute - 

performing within a predetermined time interval 1 minute - 

 
Lessons took place 4 times a week. To assess the efficiency of the applied aquatic 

programs, we used two events that consisted of 25 m freestyle swimming and 50 m 
breaststroke swimming. Subjects had to swim at an accelerated pace imposed through sonorous 
signals. The pool was not delimited by swimming lanes, in order to improve their spatial 
orientation capacity, their rhythm sense and, implicitly, their acoustic analyzer functionality.  
The 11 children included in the experimental group participated in 3 testing sessions: the initial 
(t I), intermediate (t II) and final (t III) ones, that took place at a 3-month interval. 

 
Results 

 After the training program application, we registered the following results, presented in table 
no. 2. 

Table no.  2 
Event Statistics Assessment 1 Assessment 2 Assessment 3 

25 m 

Mean 17.8 16.9 15.6 
Standard deviation 1.55 1.54 1.27 

Coefficient of 
variability 5.6% 10.31% 8.17% 

50 m 

Mean 49.41 47.24 45.42 
Standard deviation 3.8 3.09 2.5 

Coefficient of 
variability 8.32% 6.77% 5.75% 
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From this table, we can notice that the mean of the results registered by children in the 
swimming events are better from one testing to another. We find thus that the tested subjects 
remain in the increased homogeneity zone, which proves a progress of the entire group of 
children. 

 
Figure no 1.  

 
Figure no  2. 
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Statistical data: for the 25 m event, Fisher’s test confirms, by a 95% coefficient of 
reliability, that the differences between the first and the last assessment show significant 
performance ranks (t = 3.86 ˃ 2.98), but not between the first and the second assessment 
(where t = 1.23 < 2.98 at the 0.05 threshold). In the 50 m event, results are also significant only 
between the first and the last assessment (t = 3.04 ˃ 2.98 at the 0.05 threshold), while the 
difference between the values of the first two assessments is not statistically significant (t = 
1.53 < 2.98 at the same reliability threshold), which indicates the necessity of an aquatic 
training with a duration longer than 3 months, when patients are hypoacusic. 

The coefficient of variability - at the final assessment, it highlights very homogeneous 
groups. Their homogeneity improved from one testing to another and remained in the increased 
homogeneity zone. Thus, children’s motor proficiency was positively associated to the aquatic 
reeducation. 

 
Conclusions 
 
Actually, in hypoacusis, the major objective is to reestablish an optimum relation 

between thinking and language in the intellectual activity. In this context, we think that 
swimming can contribute to the personality normal development in children with such a 
disability, by facilitating the verbal communication, but also by intensifying the processes of 
sensorial reception of other analyzers involved into movement. In this context, we consider 
that, through respirations specific to swimming, through specific exercises, through training 
and learning, even the demutization can occur in the course of time. 

In hypoacusis, the rhythmical structures are mainly recommended, the execution times 
being counted and optically indicated, the distances being covered by accelerating or slowing 
down the pace etc. Thus, thinking gets a concrete character, the analysis and synthesis 
predominantly relying on visualization, images, but also on the vestibular data, in the initial 
phase.  

Aquatic exercises help the patients recover their capacity to have an accurate time 
perception, which will give them the possibility to dose their effort in any daily activity, the 
fatigue sensation being thus delayed. Aquarobic programs on music will ensure not only the 
rhythm sense education, but also relaxation. Attention will be thus shifted from the sensations 
induced by the effort to more agreeable thoughts  

To conclude, the acoustic analyzer processing contributes to the development of the 
sensory reflection internal plan, by having an outstanding significance to the patient’s psychic 
evolution process. 
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Rezumat: În România, handbalul,atât masculin cât şi feminin, se doreşte 

a fi o disciplină sportivă de mare tradiţie, care a cunoscut perioade de glorie 
europeană,mondială şi olimpică,la toate nivelele de pregătire. Totuşi realitatea 
zilelor noastre evidenţiază o stagnare a performanţelor, fapt datorat în mare 
măsură metodicii de dirijare a antrenamentului. Dacă la nivel de 
senioare,rezultatele au fost cele aşteptate cum ar fi medalia de argint la CM din 
2005 şi medalia de bronz la CE 2010, la nivel de junioare şi tinetet medaliile de 
la turneele finale au lipsit cu desăvârşire. Echipele de tineret ne-au obişnuit cu 
medalii la fiecare participare la turnee finale acum,nu au obţinut nici măcar o 
calificare la turneul de CM iar la CE, o clasare pe locul 7 a fost considerată un 
rezultat bun. 

Cuvinte cheie:antrenament modern,handbal,performanţă 
 
Abstract. În România, handbalul,atât masculin cât şi feminin, se doreşte 

a fi o disciplină sportivă de mare tradiţie, care a cunoscut perioade de glorie 
europeană,mondială şi olimpică,la toate nivelele de pregătire. Totuşi realitatea 
zilelor noastre evidenţiază o stagnare a performanţelor, fapt datorat în mare 
măsură metodicii de dirijare a antrenamentului.Dacă la nivel de 
senioare,rezultatele au fost cele aşteptate cum ar fi medalia de argint la CM din 
2005 si medalia de bronz la CE 2010, la nivel de junioare şi tinetet medaliile de 
la turneele finale au lipsit cu desăvârşire.Echipele de tineret ne-au obişnuit cu 
medalii la fiecare participare la turnee finale acum,nu au obţinut nici măcar o 
calificare la turneul de CM iar la CE ,o clasare pe locul 7 a fost considerată un 
rezultat bun. 

Cuvinte cheie: antrenament modern,handbal, performanţă 
 
Approached topic 
 
In recent years, the handball game evolution has been not only quick, but also 

spectacular. Nowadays, the performance level, both on the international and internal plans, is 
very high, that is why it can be reached only by players whose performance capacity is 
particularly great and continuously growing. 
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The contemporary handball evolution has led to significant modifications of the 
technical-tactical “pack” that should be mastered by a player, but also of the game regulations. 
Matches have become more attractive, more spectacular, they progress at a higher speed and 
technical executions are more risky by far. A series of valuable players have turned modern 
handball into a sport where acrobatic performances are very frequent. 

“There are now new procedures performed by highly skilled top handball players. There 
is also an enhancement in the sphere of individual and collective tactics, together with a great 
diversification of the solutions related to the management of different game situations” (Kunst-
Ghermănescu et al., 1983: 266). 

Due to the modern handball permanent development, in each important competition the 
game technical-tactical composition is enriched with new elements that increase the team’s real 
possibilities. But the game high speed and sustained pace require the players to make very 
intense physical efforts. Besides the execution, movement and reaction speed, the specific 
physical endurance, the ability to dribble and change the direction, the mobility and flexibility 
necessary to perform the most complicated actions, the throwing strength, besides coordination 
and balance, it is also crucial to develop in players the ball sense, the partner sense, the 
regulations sense, all these guaranteeing the proper achievement of the game in itself (Kunst-
Ghermănescu et al., 1983: 230). 

Stage of knowledge 

The specialists accredited by the European Handball Federation and the International 
Handball Federation analyzed the teams participating in the World and European 
Championships, but also in other international competitions including junior and youth 
valuable teams, and they noticed the following trends in the handball game: 

- the permanently increased game speed, the game tacticization; 
- the increased game efficiency, under the opponent’s pressure; 
- the technique orientation towards perfection; 
- the increased difficulty level and spectacular character of the technical procedures; 
- the early specialization on playing positions (already at the junior 2 level); 
- the possibility to perform mobile and efficient actions on other 2 or 3 playing 

positions; 
- the more brutal contact between players. 
The fact that the European Handball Federation organizes every year refresher courses 

for coaches, where prestigious experts from all over the world present the modern handball 
trends, or the fact that it supports the publication of numerous specialty papers show us that 
handball is intensely promoted at the international level and that the interest in its development 
is a modern issue.  

Our participation in refresher courses and our concern with the international women’s 
handball allowed us to notice some aspects: 

- women’s handball development and evolution follows the same way as men’s 
handball, being relatively close to it; 

- the teams’ tactical training, the players’ technical improvement, the specific physical 
preparation and other components are subordinated to the handball trend of strength increasing; 

- moreover, in women’s handball, the 2nd phase improvement has become a priority, 
because the use of this game phase while competing is more and more frequent and the attack 
finalization usually comes to the 2nd phase players, inclusively from close positions, although 
they are also performed by the 1st phase players (wings, partial pivot); 

- some defense systems are very rarely used and the game with two pivots has almost 
disappeared. 
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By comparing the game practiced some years ago with the current one, we can predict 
and prefigure some of the handball game evolution trends: 

- the increased importance and frequency of the acrobatic aerial play, because nowadays 
the female players are taller and have a better takeoff; 

- the increased importance of the coordination elements, so necessary to perform the 
individual technique elements that have evolved towards perfection; 

- players’ capacity to be very efficient on 2 or 3 positions; 
- an increased rapidity of the game phases (the 3rd phase has almost disappeared both in 

attack and defense); 
- players specialized only on the defensive positions don’t exist any more. 
(EHF Web Periodical) 

 

Perspectives in the field 

The international recent results obtained by Denmark, Norway and France and their 
spectacular game prove that the technical staff in these countries has promptly reacted to the 
alterations imposed by modern handball, by adapting and integrating the training methods into 
the game reality. Therefore, the European handball schools with good results at the 
international level have been sensitive to the new modifications and make efforts to modernize 
and render efficient their training programs, in order to remain in the World top hierarchy. 

For instance, the Northern school presents and promotes training programs including 
elements taken from gymnastics (fitness, aerobic, tae-bo, Pilates, fit-ball), athletics and 
volleyball. The athletes are assigned individual training programs and are educated to train 
themselves additionally in the bodybuilding and aerobic gyms. And the French school shows 
us how to complete the athletes’ training by complementary sports, such as tennis, swimming 
or rugby. 

All these adaptations to the modern handball game are the result of a preparation always 
connected to the new changes, since the junior age. Consequently, we think it would be 
beneficial for us to get aligned to the trends existing in the European handball, which more and 
more often merges tradition and modernism. 

By introducing in the handball training some elements taken from gymnastics and by 
combining the handball specific and nonspecific exercises, coaches aim at increasing the 
attractiveness of classical training sessions, in parallel with the supplemental development of 
some motor-related components that contribute to the individual technique improvement. 
(Macovei,Ganciu,Ganciu, 2010:35) 

 At the same time, they aim at enhancing the athletes’ active involvement into the 
training process. The practice of such exercises will also develop the athlete’s motor behavior. 
(Alexe, 1993:129 )  

 
 
Utilitarian applications 
 

With all these new information acquired due to our participation in refresher courses, 
we tried to change the way of approaching the junior female players’ training. We shall present 
some of the exercises we have already started to use within our training sessions. 
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Exercise 1. Warm-up game with the fit-ball 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The game is used in the beginning of the training session and it respects the handball 

game regulations. 
 

Exercise 2. Exercise for the coordination development in goalkeepers, 
by using the fit-ball 

 

         
 
          

Exercise 3:exercises for the stabilization on fit balance;- all the exercises are performed with 
the ball and under the competitive form. 
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Conclusions 

The specialists from countries with a handball tradition, with strong national 
championships and good results in international competitions, have understood that, in order to 
meet the modern handball requirements, they need to restructure their conception about 
training and to associate the classical, specific methods to the modern means able to complete 
and render efficient the training process. The training modernization will create new interesting 
action perspectives in the confrontation with the modern handball challenges. 
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Rezumat. Infirmitatea motorie cerebrală reprezintă o problemă majoră 
de sănătate la nivel mondial. Cea mai frecventă formă de manifestare a acestui 
sindrom este paraplegia spastică, care afectează circa 80% dintre copiii născuţi 
prematur şi, din nefericire, incidenţa acesteia nu a scăzut considerabil, în ciuda 
progreselor medicale din ultimii ani. 

În funcţie de gradul afectării motorii se descriu 3 forme ale paraplegiei 
spastice infantile, respectiv: uşoară, medie şi severă, fiecare dintre acestea 
având caracteristici diferite şi abordări terapeutice diferite. Diagnosticul este în 
principal clinic şi se stabileşte între 9 şi 24 de luni, deoarece primele semne ale 
acestei boli se pot observa în jurul vârstei de 9 luni, când copilul încă nu poate 
menţine echilibrul în poziţia şezând, sau poate chiar mai târziu când copilul 
începe să meargă pe vârfurile picioarelor.Rolul kinetoterapiei în recuperarea 
funcţională a copiilor cu paraplegie spastică este foarte complex. Programul de 
recuperare trebuie să fie instituit precoce şi trebuie individualizat. 

În anii 1990, studiile au dus la dezvoltarea unei noi teorii a dezvoltării 
neuro-motorii care a determinat o nouă abordare în tratamentul kinetic al 
copiilor cu paraplegie spastică. Teoria prezentată este mai eficientă din punct de 
vedere al dezvoltării funcţionale a pacientului, însă nu este folosită pe scară 
largă.  

Cuvinte cheie: paraplegie, kinetoterapie, tratament, pacient, copil, 
reabilitare  

 
Abstract. Cerebral palsy is a major health problem around the world. Its 

form of manifestation, spastic paraplegia affects approximately 80% of the 
abortive children and unfortunately its occurance has not dropped significantly, 
in spite of all the medical progress of the past years. Depending on the degree of 
the motor handicap, spastic diplegia can be classified as mild, medium and 
severe, each form with different characteristic and rehabilitative approaches. 

The diagnosis is mainly clinical and it usually is established between 9 
and 24 months, because the first signs of the disease can be noticed around the 
age of 9 months, when the child can not mantain his ballance in sitting, or maybe 
later when he starts walking on his toes. The role of physical therapy in the 
functional rehabilitation of the children with spastic paraplegia is very complex. 

                                                   
9 coressponding author: mariana_cordun@dr.com 
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The rehabilitation program must begin as early as possible and it must be 
individualized. 

In the 1990s, researches have lead to the development of a new theory of 
the neuro-motor development which implied new ways of physical treatment for 
the paraplegic children. The presented theory is better for the functional 
rehabilitation of the patient, but it is not widely used yet. 

Key words: spastic paraplegia, physical therapy, patient, child, 
rehabilitation 
 
General Information 
  
Cerebral palsy is a major health problem around the world, being the second reason for 

which the patients require medical assistace, after the epilepsy. Spastic paraplegia is the most 
common form of cerebral palsy in abortive children and in children with low weight at birth. It 
affects approximately 80% of them and unfortunately its occurance has not dropped 
significantly, in spite of all the medical progress of the past years. 

 There are more than 15 million people diagnosed with cerebral palsy around the world, 
with a prevalence of 2-3: 1000 new born children in the industrialized countries. In Romania, 
500 children are affected by this syndrome every year and it can be estimated that, currently, 
there are around 5000 children with motor deficiencies caused by cerebral palsy. 

 Nowadays, the medical assistance of an abortive child is in a continuous process of 
improvement. It is the consequence of the numerous studies made around the world which try 
to determine the risc of an early diagnosys of cerebral palsy and its neurologic symptoms. 

 In spastic paraplegia, the physical disability affects mostly the lower limbs. There are 
different degrees of handicap and the prognosys is generaly good, most of these children living 
a close to normal life. 

   
Clinical manifestations 
 
 Depending on the degree of the motor handicap, spastic diplegia can be classified as it 

follows: 
a)  mild spastic paraplegia – the children affected by this form can perform unaided 

walking after the age of 3-4 years old. They can keep up with healthy children their age in 
activities which imply walking. Mild spastic paraplegia is characterized by the low intensity of 
the motor and mental handicap. 

b)  medium spastic paraplegia – it is the most common form of the disease (more than 
50% of the registered cases). The pathological gait is performed with sticks and canadian 
canes, and in case of long distance walking children may need the use of a wheelchair. 
Medium spastic paraplegia is charecterized by an increased muscular tonus in the lower limbs 
more than in the upper ones. The triceps surae, hamstrings, flexors, adductors and internal 
rotators of the hip are spastic. The hips are fixed in flexum, adduction and internal rotation; the 
knees are in semiflection and valgus and the foot is in talipes valgus or equinovarus (rarely). 
The children start walking at the age of 2-4 and they perform a typical, crouched gait, which is 
a huge consumer of energy generating fatigue. 

c)  severe spastic paraplegia – it affects 11-20% of the patients and, in this case, the 
wheelchair is necessary most of the time. The children affected by this form of spastic 
paraplegia have difficulties in holding their head and trunk in the right position.  
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Fig. 1. Paraplegic children walking on their toes: 
a 2 years old child (A), a 12 years old child  (B) 

 
Diagnosis 
 
The diagnosis of spastic paraplegia is mainly clinical and it is represented by the 

anamnesis (information about the disease, the mother, the child etc.), the pediatric physical 
exam and the neurological exam of the child. There may also be recomended numerous 
paraclinical exams. The IRM is the most accurate investigation to determine the abnormalities 
of the white matter of the brain caused by periventricular leucomalacia. The paraclinical exams 
are not necessary in abortive children wich have been neurological affected.    

Usually the diagnosis is established between 9 and 24 months, because the first signs of 
the disease can be noticed around the age of 9 months, when the child can not mantain his 
ballance in sitting, or maybe later when he starts walking on his toes.  

 
Physical therapy 
 
The role of physical therapy in the functional rehabilitation of the children with spasticc 

paraplegia is very complex. In the 1990s, the theory of neuro-motor development begun 
changing in a more complex way and admitted that there is an interdependence between the 
various systems of the organism. According to this new theory, the psychological state and 
behaviour of a patient have a great influence on his motor performance. There are complex 
interdependences betweeen archaic reflexes and the movement patterns in the motor cortex 
which evolve from primary function to advanced function and vice-versa.  

This new theory implied the adaptation of the methodes used in rehabilitation, the 
physical therapist becoming more of an educator than a technician which applies a 
rehabilitative technique to a child. The new approach is not widely used yet.  
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In the past, after the diagnosis and the clinical evaluation of the child, the physical 
therapist established a rehabilitation protocole which meant to alleviate the signs and 
symptoms of the disease. Most of the times, this approach became frustrating for the patient 
and his family. The new approach establishes a strong relationship between the therapist, the 
patient and his family. They become a team whose main objective is the acquirement of the 
child's independence. This is a more effective approach for the functional rehabilitation of the 
child.  

Normally, the physical therapist should be the team leader because he is the most aware 
of the functional possibilities of the child and is in a constant relationship with the family and 
with the other members of the medical team, which allows him to establish an effective 
rehabilitation protocole. In practice, due to the frequent change of the therapists, the team 
leader becomes the family. In most of the cases this is a disadvantage for the therapy.  

The therapist must have a good relationship with the child and the family, and he must 
also have some knowledge about the behavioural management techniques so that he can obtain 
a maximum of cooperation from the child.  

This modern approach often implies the good understanding of the role of the dinamic 
motor control in performing different tasks or in the modification of motor patterns. It also 
requires a more profound understanding of the child, of the way he behaves at home and at 
school. The therapist has an increasing role in the relationship between the medical system and 
the educational one.  

The physical therapist, as a teacher educator, must do a realistic evaluation of the child's 
possibilities. For example, in mathematics, a third grade teacher knows the level and learning 
possibilities of each child in his classroom. While a child can still have difficulties in learning 
multiplications, another can be able to learn geometry, but none of them is able to learn 
integrals. In a group of children at the same age, most of them will never be able to develop 
those abilities to learn integrals. Using the same analogy, the physical therapist must 
understand which are the posibilities of each child and, in the same time, he must continue to 
motivate the child in order to improve his motor abilities. The understanding of his functional 
possibilities will allow the therapist to approach him in a way that does not frustrate the child 
with unrealistic and impossible demands. 

The strategy of the rehabilitation protocole relies, in a great manner, on the child's age 
and his functional abilities. According to the age level, it must have strong objectives 
determined on a short period of time (for example, sitting, standing, performing aided walking 
etc.). These objectives allow the therapist, the child and his parents to notice every progress. 
Another important aspect of the therapeutic plan is teaching the parents how to behave with the 
child according to his condition. It is important that they become used to the rehabilitation 
program and they also must be taught about the suitable exercises to do at home. They must 
know how to addapt the home environment to the child's needs and, lastly, the parents must be 
aware of the expectations they should have from their child.  

A difficult aspect for the physical therapist is represented by the integration of all the 
therapeutic forms (physical therapy, ergotherapy, psychotherapy) the child in undergoing by 
consulting with the other members of the medical team. Most of the times in pratice, due to the 
lack of time, the physical therapist does not have a strong relationship with them and he is 
informed through medical letters or by the parents.  

Age group 0-5 years old 
In children with spastic paraplegia, the rehabilitation must begin as early as possible. If 

it starts at the age of 6-7 months, when the clinical symptoms of cerebral palsy are not so 
evident yet, it offers the child great opportunities for a complete rehabilitation because at this 
age: 
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 the motor nervous cells are not developped yet, the brain has a great plasticity and its 
functions can be easily influenced; 

 the normal movements can easily be performed and facilitated because spasticity has 
not installed yet; 

 muscle contactures and difformities can be prevented; 
 normal movement prevents mental degradation due to the lack of sensory 

information. 
 The rehabilitation program must be individualized and its objectives are the normal 

neuro-motor development of the child. The physical therapist must have a good cooperation 
with the other members of the medical team, and the family should also have a strong 
relationship with the therapists. It is necessary that the parents receive the proper consiliation 
for the better understanding and acceptation of their situation and for the optimization of the 
complex therapeutic plan the child is undergoing.  

 After the diagnosis, children with spastic paraplegia will be treated globally, according 
to their neuro-motor development and abilities, in order to stimulate them to perform the right 
movements.  

 Between 18 and 24 months the diagnosis of spastic paraplegia is well established. 
Between 1.5-5 years old, the primary motor learning takes place, this being the period in which 
the physical therapy  has the most effective results. The parents will now trully realize the truth 
about their child's disability, as the symptoms are more and more visible. Sometimes it may be 
useful the use of adaptive equipment, especially for walking.  

 The therapist must concentrate on obtaining global motor abilities (for example 
walking), while occupational activities may help the child improve his fine motor skills. It is 
important to know that the cooperation with the child becomes possible at 2-3 years old. This 
will considerably improve the rehabilitation.   

 Lately, there have been used rehabilitative methods in which the child is asked to 
perform a task starting with the well understanding of it and with the repetition of all the 
elements of that task until they are learnt. There may be used dinamic motor elements that can 
help the child perform the task in the most effective way of doing it. For example, the child  
will use unstablle sticks in order to develop a better motor pattern than using the walking frame 
(with it the gait is faster but is performed with a lack of coordination of the lower limbs). 

 In this period the therapy will take place 2-4 times a week and the child will have the 
same therapist. Many children may feel frustrated, which implies the postpone of the 
therapeutic plan for a few months (in spite of the inevitable degradation of the child's state). 

 Even though the educational model has had good results around the world, the studies 
are not too conclusive yet as they are in case of Bobath rehabilitation, for example.  

 
 Age group 5-10 years old 
 
 Between 5-10 years old, the child's development evolves from primary motor learning 

to cognitive learning. The children start school, where most of their time is represented by 
cognitive learnig. In this phase, physical therapy should somehow be reduced, especiallly if it 
interferes with the cognitive learning (children will be monitored and the therapy should keep 
the functional gain). They will be given well established tasks like walking with canes or 
walking unaided. According to the new theory, the physical therapy program will be 
developped so that it determines only the performing of the task given to the child (walking 
with canes or unaided).  

 Another important task is practising sports. The therapist will recommend those sport 
activities which better fit the functional abilities of the child (riding, swimming, martial arts, 
dance, cycling). 
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 Children who are mentally affected will still undergo a process of motor learning. They 
learn how to walk, being treated as presented in the previous age group. 

 The therapy takes place once to 3 times a week. The efficiency of this approach for this 
age group has not been proven yet. 

 Age group 10-16 years old (addolescence) 
 
 The treatment is focused on cognitive training. The child is being given tasks for the 

improvement of the motor deficits he still has. These tasks should not interfere with the 
cognitive learning of this age group. This is the time when the child should be encouraged to 
become functionally independent. It is the moment when cognitive training is very useful in 
the learning of a specific task. If the task can be used in the every day activities of the child the 
benefits are even greater.  

 Children must be aware of the importance of stretching and individual exercise 
program. This is the phase when long term functional motor abilities can de obtained. This is 
why the family should be well informed about the possibilities of enlarging the child's 
independence depending on the new acquisitions. The child should be encouraged to practise 
sports and suitable physical activities.  

 The treatment of the children with cognitive deficits refers to motor learning and, in 
some cases, it is possible for them to acquire independent gait.  

 
Conclusions 
 
The rehabilitation program of a paraplegic child must begin as early as possible and it 

must be individualized. Modern rehabilitation does not rely on the use of a certain 
rehabilitative method but on the use of those elements from multiple methods which fit the 
needs of each patient. We now refer to  rehabilitation concepts not techniques or methods (for 
example, the Bobath concept, the Margaret Rood concept etc.). 

In the 1990s, researches have lead to the development of a new theory of the neuro-
motor development which implied new ways of treatment for the paraplegic children. The 
presented theory is better for the functional rehabilitation of the patient, but it is not widely 
used yet. 
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Rezumat. Scopul acestui studiu este de a explora și de a analiza dileme și 

experiențele părinților care au în grijă un copil cu dizabilități, precum și a altor 
membrii din familie. Studiul s-a realizat pe un număr de treizeci părinții și 
familiile acestora cu copii cu dizabilități. Ei au urmat și au fost tratați la Centrul 
Național de handicap psiho-sociale din Tirana. Rezultatele acestui studiu  arată 
că nașterea și creșterea unui copil cu handicap pentru părinți poate fi descrisă ca 
un proces de pierdere și durere prea mare. Familiile lor suferă adesea de criză 
economică severă, socială, precum și probleme emoționale. Având un copil cu 
dizabilități stresul asupra părinților este de câteva ori mai mare. După naștere 
apar numerose probleme adverse, care sunt atât fizice, cât și mentale. În aceste 
condiții, părinții consideră că este dificil să acorde o atenție deosebită copiilor, 
sau altor membrii ai familiei,  și, în ciuda tuturor obstacolelor, dilemele și 
sentimentele îndoielnice de care acești părinți au parte, ei rămân credincioși 
procesului de creștere și îngrijire a copiilor lor cu dizabilități. Concluzii: 
Societatea trebuie să sprijine și să sprijine copiii cu dizabilități, pentru a fi mai 
receptivi, mai deschiși, și mai toleranți.   

Cuvinte cheie: Copiii cu dizabilități și membrii familiilor acestora. 
 
Abstract. The purpose of this study is to explore and analyze the dilemmas 

and experiences of parents and other members of their families who care for a 
child with disabilities. The study involved thirty parents and their families who 
have children with disabilities. They have followed up and were treated at the 
national center disabilities of psycho-social  in the city  Tirana. The results of this 
study show that the birth and growth of a child with disabilities for parents can be 
described as a process of loss and sorrow too great. Their families often suffer 
from severe economic crisis, social, and emotional problems. Having a child with 
disabilities often increases the stress on parents. The side effects after birth are 
many health problems that are both physical and mental. In these circumstances, 
parents find it difficult to pay attention to their other children, family members and 
relatives. Despite all the obstacles, dilemmas and doubtful feelings that these 
parents have, they remain committed and faithful to the process of raising and 
caring for their children with disabilities. Conclusions: Society should support 
and encourage children with disabilities, being more receptive,more open and 
more tolerant. 

 Key words: Children with disabilities and their family members. 
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Introduction 
 
 Being a parent of a child with disabilities means to deal with difficulties, ranging from 

growth, education, education to the problems of adolescence or child care in the later age.  
Living  with a child with disabilities for parents and other family members means that  their 
life is often buffeted by strong crisis (1), which can have profound effects throughout the 
family life complexity for parents, siblings and other members of the extended family. This is a 
unique experience, common to nearly all households and definitely can affect all aspects of the 
functioning of family dynamics (2). Process of raising a child with disabilities is a long and 
difficult process for the whole family. 

Having and raising a child with disabilities, family and parents, often viewed from two 
overview. One side: families who are caring for a child with disabilities are more aware and 
made aware about the needs, characteristics and developments in this field. They  have a 
higher level of cohesion, stand for the inner emotional strength in facing life's difficulties, are 
encouraged to establish links and relationships with community groups and religious 
institutions, but on the other hand, time and commitment that  members offamily should be 
made available to the physical, health, social and emotional welfare of a child with disabilities, 
increase the financial costs, consumption of all family members, especially the mothers of 
these children (2,3,4). weight of these consequences dependson the degree and level of 
disability that the child brings, and the financial opportunities available (4). 

Having a child with a disability often leads to increased stress level of parents, mostly 
mothers and the birth of many health problems in their physical and mental (4). In these 
circumstances, parents find it difficult to pay other family child care and attention of right They 
face many obstacles in making the right decisions on important issues dealing with education, 
employment and training of members other family members (5). 

Often these parents experience feelings of guilt or exhibit a pronounced selfesteem can 
lead to low.This can lead  to the of attention from other aspects of family functioning (6.7). 
The cost of health services and many other services that require a child with disabilities affects 
the opportunities of parents to have an active life, the quality of the relationship between them 
and the future of family life and all its structure (6). Having a disabled child in the family can 
also affect the limitation of time and financial resources needed for other children of the 
family, can not bring good parenting practicesagainst them, limiting the utility of the family 
against grandparents and to bridge the relationship between parents and their families of origin 
(4,5). 

No doubt that all these effects felt in the welfare and health of children with 
disabilities.Other family children, often feel out of parental care and attention because the 
growth and care of children with disabilities requires time and dedication of all parents (3). 
Despite all this, these children develop very precious human quality. They appreciate their 
families and are loyal to them, are sensitive, humane, and over the years made positive people, 
special, very mature and without the aid of anyone in life (5,6.7). Studies conducted in other 
countries have shown that when a child presents serious problems inits development, the 
family has many consequences. It may be that parents go to and divorce, mothers should not 
work outside the home and fathers never reduce their hours of work.Social inclusion  parents 
may be at too low compared with other parents who have children with disabilities. Also they 
are deprived of the opportunity to have a large family with many children (5.6). 

Psychological character studies have shown that the specific conditions that dictate the 
health of children with disabilities associated with the appearance of many mental health 
problems in parents of these children, grandparents, brothers and sisters. One recent study 
shows that the results of the brothers and sisters of children who have serious chronic illness, 
or in schools and what cognitive, and other activities are weaker than other children (5).  
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In Albania, it is not done any real study in this area, to see in depth the effects that the 
birth and growth of a child with disabilities in the lives of all family members. In this context, 
this study is important to present some of the economic and psychological effects it has on 
family social birth and raising a child with disabilities in our country. 

 
Aims to the study 
 
Give a clear picture of the dilemmas and challenges faced by families of children with 

disabilities in the process of growth and socialization of their children. To explore and analyze 
the experiences and their lives of other family members whocare for children with disabilities. 

 
Methodology 
 
The study included 30 families of children with disabilities, who followed  and treated 

in the national psycho-social center in Tirana. Interviews were conducted on the premises of 
the center, over a period of three months.Total of 30 interviews were conducted with parents 
and siblings of children with disabilities. These parents, brothers and sisters of children  with 
disabilities are also observed in relation to each other, with children, other family members, 
staff of the center, during therapy sessions that children develop or obtain other needed 
services for them. The survey instrument was semi-structured interviews. Is obtained through a 
questionnaire necessary information to situations experienced by parents in the  moments when 
you are confronted with the birth and existence of a child with disabilities,for feedback and 
ways of coping with this problem over the years, the relationship and the functioning of their 
lives the couple, reports and their relationship with children and other family members, social-
economic situation of the family, educational status and emplo- yment of parents and attitudes 
of family members facing the child with disabilities. 

When a child comes to be, parents and family involved in new roles. They are prepared 
to expect the child to engage effectively perform the duties and family responsibilities.Parents 
cope simultaneously with the joy of the coming into being of the child, but also with concern 
how much and how it will fulfill new roles and responsibilities that will take. Parents involved 
in the study indicated that their child before coming to life and they like all the other parents, 
have addressed many questions related to their child.  

How will our child will be boy or girl, would be a nice kid, smart, just as we dreamed, 
will meet our expectations and hopes, will be somebody tomorrow? 

When all this period of anxiety, hope and life experiences ended with the birth of a 
child with developmental problems, parents are disappointed, are angry with fate, have fallen 
into pessimism. Reactions of parents when they found that their child is a child with 
disabilities have been startling and surprising. Especially the mothers of these children have 
shown their health problems and have found it hard to believe and accept reality. 

 
Results 
 
Referring to the methodology presented in the following answers to some interviews  

with the family at the center of children with disabilities: 
Ljiljana mother who has borne a child trizomik shows: "As soon as my baby was born 

so long desired, sought to give me one hand, you see, to touch, to kiss ... But the reactions of 
doctors and health staff, made me worried, they seemed to whisper something to each - other, 
sought to force them to give me my baby and just saw, I could understand it all. I was born a 
boy, which differed from other babies, had a smaller head, his face looked very peculiar, had a 
flat nose, slightly down, eyes as with drawn, the mouth seemed less that of other children,  
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shorter neck, smaller hands, with fingers shorter than the fingers of the other  children. I asked 
the doctor to explain what had my child. He told me that I had a baby trizomik, it was 
diagnosed, or otherwise, children with down syndrome, I was born a child with disabilities.  

Many other mothers have shown that their husbands have been given after drinking, 
orgambling  to run immediately after the birth of their children with disabilities could not 
facing reality. Many of these parents' expectations are not realized and they are faced with a 
reality which has not been prepared. Have experienced loss of their parents often described as a 
process of great sorrow.Parents always have dreamed and fantasized how would  enhance their   
child,how will love him  and to express how much pleasure he will  donate  to children,   that 
they had dreamed of seeing them as a child while growing beautiful, healthy , smart. But their  
disappointment was great when they found their child, "would not be like other 
children."Parents and family have lost family balance.They were concerned about their    
ability  to cope with the growth of their child's care.  

Parents are also concerned about the fact that society and the community is biased and 
stigmatizing their children. They have lost the comfort and tranquility of the past and 
emotional stability in their lives. Their marital relationships are often overwhelmed by strong 
family crisis. Pessimism and demoralization are made fellow of their daily lives. 

Sandra mother of an autistic child says: "I felt very bad when the conclusion that some- 
thing is going to have my child's development, but I felt even worse when my husband  did not 
accept this fact, but blaming me that there I worked enough with the boy. I tried to understand 
and explain his reaction. He had dreamed more than anything else this kid, who looks much 
like him and it made him happy. But I suffer because he did not believe the truth is bitter, our 
son was not talking, he behaved in the strange and the husband refused to examine a doctor or 
other specialists. "  

Parents of children with disabilities say they often experience feelings of many of the 
complex: 

• Concern for the futur. 
• Feeling guilty that they are causing to their child's condition. 
• Economic problems. 
• Have the child care increased with disability 
• Experience the dispute between them for the child. 
• They lack interest and low level of care for other children of the family, as all 

attention focuses on the child with disabilities 
• Lose interest in things beautiful and interesting life. 
• Abandoning the social circle of friends and companions. 
• Feel prejudice and stigmatized by the community where they live. 
• Lose confidence and become pessimistic about their future and children. 
Despite all these experiences, dilemmas of ambivalent feelings that parents try, they 

commit themselves and maximally engage in the process of growing and caring for their 
children with disabilities. They do everything they can to these children grow up and educated 
as all other children.All parents accompanying children in therapy sessions at the premises of 
training centers, show that: regardless of health conditions and level of development of their 
children present, they try every day to be near them to provide services for which they need, 
hoping that improved and their rehabilitation will be close. 

Many parents feel exhausted and hopeless during the difficult process of raising their 
children with disabilities. Changes, improvements and advances in the development of these 
children, have been slowly and often have been insignificant.Parents had to wait long to get a       

minimum satisfaction, or a small result of their work several months and sometimes  
several years with their chilrens.. 
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Arsen mother Kathy says: "I tried for months to teach my son how to use a spoon, how 
to eat yourself, use a cup, but I made it. He learned this habit self-service, after two years of 
work and effort". 

Lisa claims that another mother: "It took several years and a great job her daughter to 
walk without support and without the help of anyone who can climb the stairs down, 
independe- ntly." 

Other mothers and fathers, stated that: have waited long and worked hard with their 
children to learn even a single word, or learn to use the pen, the recognition of a number, 
learning a short poem or execution of a locomotor game. 

Valentina mother a child says: while trying hard to teach her five year old son with 
disabilities, a short poem for the New Year celebration in the garden, was surprised when he 
noticed that her other daughter, the which was only two years old and beautifully recited poem 
she though she had never tried to teach her". 

Some parents said that: they had been very difficult to cope with the frustrations of their 
children, to see small achievement of extremely slow, especially those children who have 
serious disabilities. 

Matthey father of a disabled boy says: For many years he had denied that his son had 
developmental problems, but now had no choice. His child could not go to kindergarten like all 
friends, it was a garden center and its schools. 

 
Parents and other children in the family. 
Often parents of children with disabilities, by concentrating all attention to the problems 

of the child who has them, "left somewhat in limbo requirements, needs and wishes of other 
children in the family." In this way unwittingly creates a differentiation between children in the 
household, then in years to come, when other children grow, parents feel and experience 
feelings of guilt, conscience murder, not sufficiently devoted to these children,who did not  
washed themselves free to take the pleasures that can be used to observe them. 

 
The experiences of siblings of children with disabilities. 
• They often perceive themselves differently from their peers. 
• Feel powerless to change the situation of their brother or sister with disabilities. 
• Receive major responsibilities, depending on age. 
• Often feel responsible and ashamed. 
• Sometimes, they are thrown in the fear of the fact that they can be disabled, or may 
become  in the future. 
• Feel neglected or outside their parents' attention. 
• Sometimes, they feel unprepared to interact and help their brothers 
or sisters withdisabilities. 
• Often, experience ambivalent feelings about their sisters or brothers. 
 
And siblings of children with disabilities often do not get the right information for 

them.Sometimes they feel isolated, guilty and sorry for their sister or brother, but these feelings 
are temporary. They are under pressure incurred, as under pressure from their  parents' to care 
for the sister or brother and worry about their future. 

Here as Suzi says sister of a girl with disabilities attending a day center: 
"Every morning Mom reminds me that we should not bother sister boredom or 

small,should give them that she wants, to satisfy their desires, always play with, and take with 
you whenever sprout, the show many stories and read many books, and do many things like 
these. These words have become the refrain of my life, wonder whether will live a day without 
listening to all these. I want to call your strong voice to tell my parents that I  dream that I wish 
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to hear my parents meet. I love my parents and sister, but I need to consider more to me than I 
really need them”. 

 
Conclusions: 
 
Parents should take their responsibilities associated with growth, socialization, 

education and integration of their child with disabilities, avoiding stress and emotional 
burdens. 

Parents should try and help in the process of education, sensitization and awareness of 
the sisters and brothers, and the community where they live to solve the problems of their 
child, to seek support and assistance from the relevant structures, by relatives and society. 

Parents who raise a child with disabilities, must respect and consider other children the 
same family.They should try to understand their every desire,be careful to set them a warm 
enviro- nment and family entertaining. Family environment, must be prepared for the child  
with disabilities. 

The other children should be clear that their brother or sister have specific needs that 
require  more commitment and attention from parents and other family members. 

Parents should prepare their child's integration first within the family environment, 
being aware of other children's needs and treatment of children with disabilities, but also 
respecting  privacy, desires and lives of other children. 

Society should support and encourage parents of children with disabilities, being more 
receptive, more open and more tolerant. 
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Rezumat. În ultimele decenii, studii din ce în ce mai numeroase au 
încercat să clarifice mecanismele prin care efortul fizic poate influenţa în bine 
diversele organe, sisteme şi funcţii ale corpului uman. Există deci un număr din 
ce în ce mai mare de dovezi şi argumente care vin în sprijinul ideii că activitatea 
fizică prestată sub diferte  forme şi cu diverse ocazii, inclusiv în timpul liber, 
după anumite criterii şi având la bază o metodologie foarte bine precizată, ajută 
la menţinerea, promovarea şi/sau recâştigarea sănătăţii, cu efect asupra 
creşterii calităţii vieţii.   

Cuvinte cheie: Pilates, educaţie fizică, adulţi  
Abstract. In recent decades, many studies have tried to clarify the 

mechanisms by which physical exercise can influence in a positive way various 
organs, systems and functions of the human body. So there is a growing number 
of evidence and arguments supporting the idea that physical activity performed 
according to certain criteria and methodology under various forms and in 
different occasions, including leisure time, helps maintain, promote and/or 
regaining health, raising the quality of life. 

Key words: Pilates, Physical education, Adult 
 
Coverage 
 
"Knowledge of the phenomena that world is facing at the beginning of the century, 

could lead to development of relevant policies and actions better connected and adapted to a 
healthy lifestyle, in order to provide individual protection ..... and immunity from disease-
causing nihilistic culture that causes illness of will ("meaningless life", "error", "fatigue"). 
"(Grigore, 2007)  

 Health benefits of physical activity were considered and recognized by several 
international organizations such as World Health Organization, International Federation of 
Sports Medicine, American College of Sports Medicine, Council of Europe and others. 

 Current global context is marked by a number of issues related to socio-economic 
modernization. Automation, technology, cybernetics become more and more involved in all 
sectors of life. All this negatively affects the physical condition of people who are becoming 
increasingly sedentary. 

 Physical inactivity affects especially adults, women and men, young and less young 
people who no longer benefit from inclusion in an organized Physical Education system. Thus, 

                                                   
10 coressponding author: marlentudor@yahoo.com 
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the concept of "active life" knows great popularity today. According to Grigore (2007), 
"Active Life is part of the general conception of life, is related to health and the purpose in this 
case follows the relationship between individual and society, between individuals and their 
Self-Image, increasing personal satisfaction and finally getting welfare and a good Quality of 
Life." 

 Systematic physical activity, especially physical exercise can maintain or improve the 
structure of various tissues and organs, improve their functionality and counteract the damage 
that tend to occur due to sedentary lifestyle and aging.  

 In this respect, World Health Organization (WHO) recommends physical activity that 
requires moderate effort for at least 30 minutes per day for adults and 60 minutes per day for 
children. Pilates Concept specific exercises are included in the category of physical activities 
dedicated to adults, their practice giving benefits particularly in the training of deep, stabilizing 
muscle groups, spine related. 

 
Level of knowledge 
 

Little known before 2000, Pilates Concept enjoys today world-wide popularity, its 
benefits being recognized, both in improving physical fitness and sports performance  but also 
 in preventing injuries. First used by ballerinas and dancers,  Pilates  Concept  is  considered 
today a good  complementary training in various  sports such as figure skating,  golf,  
swimming,  tennis,  fencing, etc. In the area of maintenance gymnastics,  Pilates exercises 
 could  be  a  very  good choice for people who did not practice  physical exercises 
consistently,  providing  an  excellent starting point. 

 
The Pilates Concept 
 

In essence, Pilates method focuses on achieving two main goals: 
• Toning the deep core stabilizing muscles  
• Using mind control over the movements of the body and it`s segments. 
 
 When speaking of the deep core stabilizing muscles we refer to abdominal and lumbar 

deep muscles, which together with the diaphragm and pelvic floor creates a "cylinder" in the 
center of the body, with the role of stabilizing the spine, either while moving or maintaining a 
certain position of the body. In the literature, this area bears different names, such as: "Core" -
in fitness, "Power House" – in Pilates Concept. 

  
Rules of  Pilates Concept 
 

            The defining element of Pilates exercise system consists of bringing the link between 
body and mind into practitioners attention. Both learning movement and their subsequent 
implementation  requires active paticipation and conscious mental control throughout the 
training process. To support this main ideea, the Pilates Concept is based on a set of Rules. 

 
Conscious participation 
 
Shaping body posture and deep stabilizing muscle engagement is not possible without 

developing the kinesthetic sense, which undoubtedly requires permanent mental control over 
the human body, both while at rest or in motion. To keep the different positions (standing, 
on knees, sitting, lying, etc.) through conscious mental effort, the stabilizing muscles are 
 always active .  
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The lack of awareness on the rules of proper body alignment, can make posture 
deficiencies become a habit, with negative repercussions on health, fostering the emergence  of 
trauma  or disfuntionalities of the spine. 

Balance 

 
          The term balance may be approached from several perspectives. From the Pilates 
program design perspective, the uniform muscle development involves toning the whole body 
from inside out, making it strong, flexible and perfectly balanced. Symmetrically and 
proportionally developed muscles allow the spine to perform its function to support and 
stabilize the body.  A wide range of movements can be performed in various planes and 
directions, from the finest - spent in the intervertebral joints, to the largest - generated by the 
contraction of large muscles of the torso. The principle aims to overcome the imbalances that 
may occur in the body in two ways. On the one  hand due to unilateral  development of muscle 
groups  associated with deficiencies of the spine, stiffness, lack of suppleness  or small degrees 
of  joint mobility.  On the other hand, muscle imbalances can also result from occupational or 
recreational activities that formed the habit of poor posture or movement, in which certain 
muscle groups  are  used  persistently,  while the  opposing groups are neglected. 

 
Breath 
 

            The benefic effects of correct breathing are multiple: 
• Blood oxygenation and cellular  nutrition 
• Eliminate toxins 
• Improved circulation 
• Improved skin appearance 
• Better relaxation 
• Better concentration 
• Support the muscular activity 
• Regularity movements. 
 

 Concentration 

By developing the capacity  of  focusing on the working body parts, the quality and 
accuracy of the exercises improves. Focusing the mind on the timing and location where 
training is conducted eliminates the inefficient, unaware („robotic”) repetition.  While 
practicing Pilates exercise,   the mind focuses to feel and see the body area that is working, in 
coordination   with the breath, so that no movement is  made  randomly.  

Activating  body's stabilization Core (Powerhouse) 

All movements are initiated from the center of the body, the area that  I  mentioned  
above as  the "Core" or "Powerhouse ".This area must be  strong, well protected and positioned 
correctly in every  moment. Making any kind of movement, may it be walking, running, 
dancing, swimming, etc., must be undertaken from the  central body. 

 
Control 
Control means that in every moment  of  the practice full attention is given the exercise,  

connecting  all parts of the body between them, regulating breathing, noting the specific areat 
hat feels more  active, and  placing those areas that may become overbusy in the correct  
position. The whole body is joined to achieve and support the correct posture. Vigilant mind is 
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the one that organizes and manages the movement of each body part to work together in order 
to complete the most difficult tasks with accuracy. 

  
Fluidity 

Movements are chained, flowing into each other continuously, controlled and balanced, 
providing alternation of the   requested muscle groups, in slow pace, under the coordination 
between breath and movement. 

 
Efficiency 

           Movement`s efficiency involves saving energy in execution. The segments and muscle 
groups involved in motion just spend the necessary amount of energy, no more no less, while 
the rest of the body remains stable. 

 
Accuracy  
Accuracy is based on Conscious Participation, Control and Concentration. Compliance 

of those rules makes possible the efficient recruitment of the concerned muscles. Without 
precision in execution, the Pilates workout becomes meaningless. Only precise movements can 
isolate deep, small muscle groups, which is the goal of these exercises. In Pilates workout 
isolation must be accomplished only with the subject's own possibilities. The practicant, 
without using external means must stabilize the body and achieve isolation, precisely engaging 
muscle groups interested in execution.. 

Referring to the physical education of adults, we identified a number of general 
objectives and operational objectives specific to Pilates exercise programs, which we present in 
table 1. 

 
Table 1. General and specific Operational Objectives of Pilates Programs 

 
General Objectives of Adults 

Physical Education 
Operational Objectives specific for Pilates 

Programs 

 Improving and    maintaing 
health 

● Toning deep stabilizing core muscles ("Power-
house") 
● Improving the current volume and vital capacity by 
acquiring techniques of proper breathing.  
● Reducing fat by controling weight and body 
composition. 

 Developing physical 
condition (fitness) 

● Development of muscle strength;  
● Development of joint mobility and muscle 
suppleness. 

 Harmonious physical 
development 

● Toning small, deep, stabilizing muscle groups 
associated with the spine  
● Symmetrical and proportionate muscle development 
to allow the spine to perform its function to support 
and stabilize the body. 

 Occupational diseases 
prevention 

● Improve posture and spine alignment   
● Correction of posture and movement defective 
habits, in which certain muscles are used frequently, 
while opposing groups are neglected. 

 Improvement of 
psychomotor capacities and 

● Improving mind control over the movements of 
the body and its segments.  
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skills underlying professional 
performance 

● Educating the accurate representation of body 
scheme embodied by increasing control over motion 
range and segmental placement;  
● Development of inter-segmental and intermuscular 
coordination by providing propper relationship 
between agonist and antagonistic muscles and muscle 
synergism;  
● Developing the ability to make precise movements 
with higher indices of fluency and fluidity.  
● Development of balance.  
● Development of concentration 

 Improvement of 
anthropometric, somatic, 
functional, motor, psychomotor 
weaknesses 

● Improving body posture. 
 ● Eliminating posture vices by learning the techniques 
to adopt a correct posture, under natural alignment of 
the spine. 
 

 Developing skills to spend 
pleasant leisure time 

● Building the perception capacity for the well-being  
state installed in the body after practicing physical 
exercises  
● Training skills for independent practice of Pilates 
exercises, for recreation, corrective and aesthetic 
compensation purpose (improving Self-Image) 

 Corporal Education 

● Development of kinesthetic sense;  
● Building the capacity of awareness, mind control 
and visualization of motion and segments involved.  
● As a result of specific practice and "philosophy", 
creating a system that will benefit both the 
somatosensory plan and the lifestyle of the individual. 
● Develop skills to isolate the muscle groups of 
involved in effort, without losing mind control over the 
body parts that are not subject of the movement. 
Ensure concurrency. 

 
Perspectives in the field and utilitar applications  
  
The whole system of exercise developed by Joseph Pilates in the early XX-th Century, 

includes more than 500 exercises with a strong impact on improving physical condition, most 
of them being also used in physiotherapy. 

 Specific means of Pilates concept may be adapted to individual characteristics and 
physical possibilities of each person with a high efficiency. There are also recommended for 
people who suffer back problems and can be used both prophylactically and in recovery. 

 In many countries, like U.S. and UK, this type of exercises are integrated into 
rehabilitation programs taking place in special centers for physiotherapy, Pilates exercises 
performed on special machines having a major role in this case.  

 Due to their great versatility, Pilates exercises can be addressed both to people who 
have never practiced physical exercise and also high-level athletes, dancers, etc.. who want to 
improve their performance. However, note that there are certain exercises, either in the basic or 
advanced module which required a special form and physical condition, wich are not indicated 
for the elderly or those with specific health problems. 
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Conclusions 
 
 • Conscious and active attitude towards the practice of physical exercises in which 

adults are involved largely determine the effectiveness of this approach. 
 • The Pilates Concept brings to the forefront the mind-body connection, based on Rules 

such as: Awareness, Control, Visualization, Flow, Breath, etc. .  
• These Rules, learned and practiced in exercise Programs specific to Pilates Concept 

can then be transferred to other types of physical education or sports activities, increasing their 
efficiency.  

• Physical education of mature age people is built on a voluntary basis, combining 
harmoniously the leading role of the specialist with the active, conscious and independent 
participation of the practitioners. 
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Rezumat. Baschetul este un sport complex, ce cuprinde un număr însemnat 
de elemente şi procedee tehnice, de la cele mai simple la cele mai complexe şi de 
o mai mare dificultate. Fiecare procedeu tehnic are parametrii precişi 
biomecanici, de spaţiu, timp şi efort.  Din acest motiv este foarte important să 
realizăm un studiu al tehnicilor utilizate in aruncarea la cos, din punct de vedere 
al biomecanicii tipului de aruncare. De asemenea analiza grupelor musculare 
implicate în realizarea mişcării poate aduce informaţii valoroase în realizarea 
unui model biomecanic care să permită simularea tehnicii în condiţii de variaţii 
ale încărcărilor. Lucrarea analizează problematica mişcării membrelor 
superioare pentru a obţine o aruncare directă reuşita în baschet. Cercetarea 
biomecanicii membrelor superioare, grupelor de muşchi implicate şi modului în 
care aceştia contribuie la aruncarea la coş constituie primul pas către 
îmbunataţirea aruncarii, urmată de antrenamente zilnice, pentru ca tiparul de 
mişcare potrivită sa fie simtit cursiv şi natural. 

Cuvinte cheie: baschet, biomecanică 
 
Abstract. Basketball is a complex sport, which includes a considerable 

number of technical elements and processes, from the simplest to the most 
complex and of greater difficulty. Each technical process has exact 
biomechanical parameters of space, time and effort. For this reason it is very 
important to realize a study of the used in throwing to the basket, from the 
biomechanical point of view of the shot type. Also the analysis of the muscle 
groups involved in the realization of the movement can bring valuable 
information in order to create a biomechanical model that allows simulating 
techniques in terms of variations of trials. The paper analyses the issue of the 
upper limb’s movement in order to get a successful direct shot in basketball. 
Research on the biomechanics of the upper limb and about the muscle groups 
involved and how they contribute to shooting a free throw is the first step toward 
improving the shot, followed by daily practice sessions to make the proper 
movement pattern feel smooth and natural. 

 Key words: basketball, biomechanics 
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Issues approached 
 
The shot is the technical element that has, along with the pass, the largest variety of 

execution processes (on the spot, moving and dribbling, jumping)-Ball, 1989. We can say that 
it represents the fundamental technical of basketball and requires a fine neuromuscular 
coordination, being influenced by internal factors of biomechanical nature (Hay, 1993). As an 
important element, together with other external and internal factors, perfect coordination 
between the arms and the legs is needed, because perfect neuromuscular coordination 
determines a concentration of the forces that make up the action in the direction of the 
trajectory of the ball, easing the conditions of execution; in the meantime there appears a direct 
link between the movements of the arms and legs; the angles formed by the lower leg-thigh 
and arm-forearm open almost simultaneously. 

Basketball points are scored from free throws (Kozar, Vaughn, Lord, Whitfield, & Dve, 
1994). The shot becomes more important later in the game, as free throws comprise a 
significantly greater percentage of total points scored during the last 5 minutes than the first 35 
minutes of the game for both winning and losing teams (Kozar et al., 1994). The free throw 
should be one of the easiest shots in basketball (Okubo, Hubbard, 2006), since the player is all 
alone, 15 feet from the basket, with no defense and no close distractions.  Successful free 
throw shooting requires good concentration, but most importantly good mechanics in the shot. 
However, good mechanics alone cannot account for success in shooting free throws. (Kozar, 
Vaughn, Lord, & Whitfield, 1995) reported that practice free throw percentage for all free 
throws was significantly higher than game free throw percentage for an NCAA team over two 
seasons. 

The finesse due to one’s skill is the main factor in the execution of the shot, and the fact 
that by throwing the ball towards the basket it is sent to a pending fixed point and in the 
horizontal plane increases the precision of the execution, based on a fine neuromuscular 
coordination (Hamilton, g. r., & Reinschmidt, 2009). 

At the same time, basketball is a game in which the musculoskeletal system is 
extensively used at all times, both in the maximal and sub-maximal intensity of effort. 
Frequent and multiple jumps to the panel are characteristic to the game of basketball, which 
stress knee joints very much, turns, sudden stops, sudden changes of direction and sprints, 
equally stressing knee and ankle joints. The stress of the musculoskeletal system is 
asymmetrical, the moments of catching the ball, dribbling, passing or shooting being 
characterized by the intervention of the upper limbs simultaneously with acyclic or cyclic 
movements of the lower limbs (jumping, dribbling) and switching the cephalic segment in a 
completely different rhythm, in order to trick the opponent and his/her possibilities of 
anticipating the movement. 

Taking into question the most used shot in terms of biomechanics, it appeals to all 
muscles of the superior limb, leading to the movement of the muscles in the shoulders and, last 
but not least the muscles of the whole body (Hamill, Knutzen, 2009). Technical analysis 
considers the question of the shooting speed, height and air resistance. 

Choice of muscle groups to be used is made depending on the sport and driving routes. 
In basketball, stretches affect in particular, muscles of the back, quadriceps muscle, the three 
adductors, pectoral muscles, the iliopsoas, deltoid pectorals (beam) and brachial biceps. 

For these reasons, in the game of basketball, accidents are common, especially of ankle 
and knee sprains, which often cause meniscus injuries, and muscular injuries, from elongations 
up to fibrilo-fascicular muscular or even total tears. Therefore, the team of specialists who deal 
with the preparation of the sportsmen (physician, physical therapist, coach) must be 
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permanently careful to boost the ligaments, tendons and muscles, and increase the elasticity of 
these elements through the use of suitable exercises 

Level of knowledge 

In shooting with one hand in front on the spot, from the point of view of biomechanics, 
there are some advantages over the one with two hands, where the momentum caused by the 
two forces calls for better coordination of equal strength, pushing for more training and more 
favourable conditions for execution of the shot. For the preparation of the shot are used both 
hands and the end is accomplished with one hand (there is only one master plan) Houston, r. l., 
& wheat, 2003. 

In this process of shooting the static effort merges with the dynamic one: 
• the static effort is accomplished by antagonist muscles (muscle chains of lower limbs 

and trunk by balancing effort); vertebral muscles, triple extension of lower limbs; 
• the dynamic effort consists of a coordinate and dosed extension of the lower and 

superior limb. Movement is achieved by: finger flexors, fist flexors, elbow extensors, arm ante-
ductors, extensors, elevators and the muscles that move the lateral scapula. It is a defeat type 
move. 

After the throw the dynamic muscular effort is changed into a giving dynamic activity, 
which ensures elastically the position and at the same time the basis for the next moves. 

The shot while running can be preceded by dribbling or pass. Being a complex shot that 
combines biomechanical particularities of running with those of jumping, it requires a very 
good neuromuscular coordination (Tran, Silverberg, 2008). 

For the shot preceded by dribbling while running there are three types of muscle 
activity: 

•  dynamic activity of defeating – the phase of running and of flight; 
•  dynamic activity of yielding-decreasing the speed of translation of the player and 

transforming it into the player's detachment on the vertical axis (the triple flexion chain, triple 
extension chain); 

•  static activity of balancing-the antagonist muscles of the trunk and lower limb (upon 
arrival). 

Shooting from a jump can also be preceded by dribbling or pass. In this case, the visual 
analyzer has an important role in assessing the distance and direction of the player towards the 
basket It also requires a fine neuromuscular coordination, a very well developed sense of 
balance. 

The particularity of this shot consists in the fact that the player is in the air; therefore the 
previous phases of the shot, meaning the beat and the jump are the key phases that must ensure 
the lifting of the body on the vertical axis. Efficiency of the shot is given by the upper limbs. 

Because the movements of shooting in basketball are complex movements in 
accomplishing them are mobilized several muscle groups with the synergic or antagonist action 
and cinematic couples. Each cinematic chain is composed of multiple muscle groups, thus 
constituting muscle chains. More recently, a notion that comprises both open and closed 
cinematic chains is that of multicorp system. 

In the movement of the shot, the muscle chain involved is composed of finger flexors, 
elbow extensors, fist flexors, elevators and anteductors of the arm and the muscles that move 
the lateral scapula. 

 
Perspectives in the field 
 
Most discussions of the biomechanics of free throw shooting are based on qualitative 

observation or mathematical deduction rather than on experimental evidence. Categorically, 
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the variables mentioned have product elements (characteristics of the object) and process 
elements (characteristics of the performer). Based on the review of literature, different product 
variables include three elements: angle of velocity of projection, projection, and accuracy; and 
three process elements: trunk inclination, center of gravity and height ratio, ratio of release. 

The classic equations of throwing the ball (dependent on the initial speed and throwing 
angle vector) have been correlated with the corresponding equations of the arms ' movement. 
There are numerous works which presents the mathematical conditions necessary for the ball 
to get into the basket, meaning certain inequality-type restrictions; We determined the 
cinematic dependents between the human arms ' movement and the trajectory of the ball. The 
initial numerical analysis for several values of the throw allowed the assessment, through 
validation or non-validation, of the cinematic conditions for the success of throwing. 

Sports performance is directly linked to human motion and performance. So, movement 
analysis is automatically a part of human performance assessment and analysis. Today in many 
sports, sports scientists use movement analysis as a tool to enhance techniques, correct 
movement errors, assess metabolic costs related to a variety of movements. Three dimensional 
motion analysis based on video recordings (50 Hz) was used in different studies to obtain the 
cinematic characteristics of basketball jump shots. 

 
Commercial applications 
 
The shot is a continuous move, which occurs during an extremely short period of time. 

In the case of basketball, it is recognized that the athlete uses whole body movements when 
throwing, starting with the lower extremity and trunk, heading toward the shoulder, elbow, 
hand and fist. Any disturbance that appears within this chain can affect the outcome. Getting a 
high level of reliability through multiple reps, coordinated with a high velocity, is the key to an 
effective shot. 

In modern basketball, the technique by which is accomplished a free throw is the one 
with one hand. The mechanism of free throws can be structured into 4 phases or moments: 

A) of preparation of the movement 
B) of initiation oh the movement (flexion of the body) 
C) of acceleration or throwing proper 
D) the final position 
Most actions are rotational in the transverse plane and longitudinal axis and the two 

joints primarily involved are the elbow and shoulder. 
 

Table 1. Preparatory phase 
 

Joints 
involved 

Articulating 
bones Action Agonist Muscle 

Shoulder Humerus and 
scapula 

Horizontal 
hyperextension 

Posterior 
deltoids and 

latissimus dorsi 

Elbow Humerus and 
ulna Extension Triceps brachii 
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Table 2. Throwing phase 

 
Joints 

involved 
Articulating 

bones Action Agonist Muscle 

Shoulder Humerus and 
scapula 

Horizontal 
flexion 

Anterior deltoids 
and Pectoralis 
major 

Elbow Humerus and 
ulna Flexion Biceps brachii 

 
Although shooting a free throw in basketball doesn't involve intense muscle 

contractions, the correct technique necessitates a coordinated effort from a variety of muscle 
groups throughout your body. Basketball requires the usage of all of the major muscle groups. 
Since the game is won by the most shots made, it is important to develop the muscles used in 
that activity. They include: biceps, triceps, deltoids, calf, latissimus dorsi and hand-wrist 
flexors.  

Knee Extensors. The quadriceps muscles, or quads, extend your knee joints, increasing 
the angle between your lower and upper legs. These include the rectus femoris, vastus 
intermedius, vastus lateralis and vastus medialis muscles, which are in the front of your thigh. 
The quads contract eccentrically - as the muscle fibers lengthen - as the sportive flex the knees 
to prepare to shoot a free throw, and then concentrically - as the fibers shorten - to extend the 
knees just before releasing of the ball. This movement produces momentum that helps the 
player to propel the ball to the basket 

Hip Extensors. The hip extensors, which include the gluteus maximus and hamstring 
muscles, play a similar role as the quadriceps durring free throw: They contract eccentrically 
during the downward-movement phase of the free-throw motion and concentrically during the 
upward-movement, or shooting, phase. Thus, the hips flex and extend consecutively, just like 
the knees. 

Shoulder Flexors. The muscles that flex the shooting shoulder, which include the 
anterior portion of the deltoid, the clavicular head of the pectoralis major and the 
coracobrachialis, contract to raise the upper arm in front of the shoulder, parallel to the floor, 
during the free-throw motion. With the elbow flexed, this movement positions the ball near the 
forehead as the player prepares to shoot. The shoulder flexors then continue to contract as the 
player complete the shooting motion, moving the upper arm beside the face. 

Ankle Extensors. The ankle extensors, or calves, act similarly to the hip and knee 
extensors during the free-throw motion. These lower-leg muscles lengthen during the 
downward-movement phase and shorten during the upward-movement phase, causing the heels 
to come off the floor just before the release of the ball. 

Elbow Extensors. The triceps brachial muscle, or just triceps for short, is the major 
elbow extensor, with the small ancones muscle assisting. These muscles contract to extend the 
forearm directly toward the basket just before the player releases the ball. Executing this 
movement properly helps to shoot the ball accurately, ensuring that the player does not miss to 
the left or right of the basket. 

Wrist Flexors. The wrist flexors, which include the flexor carpi radialis and flexor carpi 
ulnaris muscles of your forearm, provide the final push that sends the ball off the fingertips and 
toward the basket when shooting a free throw. These muscles contract as the elbow nears full 
extension to propel the ball and to apply backspin as it flies through the air. 
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In the debut of the throwing phase, the scapula is retracted, the shoulder is abducted, 
rotated externally and extended horizontally, and the elbow is flexed. The player positions 
his/her front foot at the contact with the ground on the same line with the support leg and upper 
limbs are abducted at 90° along the shoulders’ plane. At this moment there is stress at the 
anterior glenohumeral articulation, as a result of positioning the upper torso in front of the 
dominant upper limb. 

The deltoid is extremely active during this phase. When the maximum external rotation 
of the shoulder is reached and the abduction is of 90°, the static stabilizers of the shoulder, the 
glenohumeral capsule and ligaments act to limit following movements. 

Active stabilizers, which include the flexor, the sub-scapular, the external rotator, large 
pectoral, large dorsal muscles, act to prevent additional movements, having an important role 
in the control of movement. 

Scapular stabilizers, such as the anterior toothed and the small pectoral, become active 
towards the end of the introductory phase of the movement. 

Reciprocal inhibition of the other muscles forming the shield of the rotator would be: 
the round, the supra-thorny and infra-thorny muscles, as they manage to resist the superior 
forces that appear during the movement of flexion of the trunk, and the shoulder is in maximal 
external rotation. 

The supra-thorny and infra-thorny are active towards the end of this phase, the internal 
wall of the rotors are tensed at shoulder height, the trunk is prepared for a transfer of the elastic 
energy optimally and the lower limbs and trunk begin accelerating to release energy. 

 
Conclusions 
The analysis and generalization of the informational support in the literature 

demonstrates that treating sports training from the perspective of the biomechanical description 
of the shots requires more attention due to the demands imposed by the evolution of the game. 

The biomechanical analysis of the shots makes us find effective solutions to reduce the 
flaws of the technical preparation of the players by exploiting the most effective means of 
preparation. In order to develop an adequate  model to the shot in the game of basketball a 
thorough study of the movements is needed. 

On the basis of these elements one can identify, for the model which will be adopted, 
the groups of muscles that act and how they determine the characteristics of the movement. 
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Rezumat.  Dezvoltarea tehnologică a societăţilor contemporane ridică o 
serie de probleme limitelor de creştere, care, în unele direcţii, au fost deja 
atinse.   

Conceptul de dezvoltare durabilă a exercitat o influenţă crescândă, 
începând cu anul 1983 şi până în prezent, asupra politicilor comunităţii 
mondiale.  Inovaţia tehnologică este considerată motorul principal al creşterii 
economice în economia globală de astăzi, în special pentru educaţia superioară.
 Creşterea nivelului de trai în ţările dezvoltate a atras după sine şi o schimbare a 
atitudinii faţă de educaţia superioară.  

Democratizarea a pus universităţile în poziţie de instituţie strâns 
dependentă de analiza politicilor şi a mentalităţilor sociale.   Impactul celor trei 
factori: tehnologie, valorile sinelui şi democratizarea, a dus la o polarizare 
considerabilă a universităţilor. 

Cuvinte cheie: calitate, internaţionalizare, învăţământ superior 
 
Abstract.  Technological development of contemporary societies raises the 

limits of growth, which in some ways, have been reached.   
 The concept of sustainable development policies exercised an increasing 

influence on the world community since 1983 and far.  Technological innovation 
is considered the main engine of economic growth in today's global economy, 
particularly higher education.  Raising living standards in developed countries 
triggered a change in attitude towards higher education.   

Democratization of universities put in place an institution closely related 
to policy analysis and social attitudes.  The impact of three factors: technology, 
values and democratic self, led to a significant polarization of universities. 

Keywords: quality, internalization, higher education 
 

Introduction 
 

           The concept of quality often involves the idea of excellence, word that characterizes 
higher education. In a competitive context, excellence should be measured, both through 
scientific publications and their impact, and the learning outcomes and student success. 

                                                   
11 coresssponding author: mariusstoica08@yahoo.com 
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 In the European Higher Education Area, international cooperation for quality academic 
education is organized on a European Register of National Quality Agencies and the European 
Network for Quality Assurance in Higher Education (ENQA). 

 Quality education will include teaching skills needed by entrepreneurs, and quality of 
learning will be linked to the documentation of the achievements of graduates of a university. 

 Thus, The Higher Education Funding Council for England uses four packages of 
indicators: 

 access and participation of students; 
 retention and progression in learning; 
 research; 
 employability of graduates. 
  
Contemporary issues in higher education: 
 
 During the war, higher education has been a reliable partner to control technology, 

whether it was coming from industry or from the civil defense and thus imposed the concept of 
triple spiral as a model of development. 

 University, government and industry are components of the triple spiral.   The member 
countries of the Warsaw Pact, the government wanted more direct control over the research, 
which has structured it in a system of institutions, some of them subordinated National 
Academies of Sciences. 

 Technological development of contemporary societies raises a number of problems that 
limit growth in some directions.  

 The concept of sustainable development, formulated by the United Nations, exerted an 
increasing influence, since 1983 until now, on the world community policies. 

 Funding research directions that are given are a concern for future human to achieve 
millennium goals, and in Europe, to achieve the Lisbon project. The new version of the Lisbon 
objectives, universities play an important role in creating more new technology concepts. 

 In conclusion, technological innovation is considered the main engine of economic 
growth in today's global economy, particularly for higher education. 

 Raising living standards in developed countries has led to changes in attitude towards 
higher education. Free access to higher education for any holder of high school degree has 
become a general rule. 
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 France, in 1985, has imposed to bring the high school diploma for 80% of young 
people, but today it is unrealized goal. 

 The UK objective in 2011 was that half of young people under 30 to be enrolled or have 
graduated from university. 

 In Germany, in 2003 - 2004, only 23% of students coming out of secondary education, 
giving them the right to enroll at university. 

 In South Korea, in 2005, 78.9% of students continue their studies at university and in 
Japan 76.2% of young people enrolled in courses post-secondary educational institution or 
university.  

 Today, the only European country which derogate, in an indirect way this time, is 
Switzerland; only 20% of high school students can get the title, so enjoy free access to 
university. 

 In France, between 1960 to 1961 were 309,700 students enrolled, and later, between 
2009 to 2010, their number increased to 2,316,103. 

 In Germany, the number of students tripled between 1960 and 2010. 
In Britain, the decade between 1983-1984 and 1993-1994, the share of students enrolled full 
time increased by 67%. 

 In Saudi Arabia, the number of students enrolled increased 20 times in 25 years. 
 These events have affected the different continents and regions. The number of students 

increased rapidly in the Industrial West, followed by Eastern Europe, Latin America and Asia. 
 In the UK, UCAS (Universities College Admissions Service) processes the applications 

for inclusion, in a uniform manner, for all candidates for all 300 universities, including Oxford 
and Cambridge. 

 In South America, governments have found the solution to allow creation of private 
universities, which did not required the access to public funds at the beginning. 

 In Europe, the private institutions of higher education were rare before 1990. But in 
time, thanks to private universities, the offer higher education in Eastern Europe has exceeded 
demand. 

 Democratization put the universities in place of institution, closely related to policy 
analysis, governance and social attitudes. 

 Universities, especially faculties of humanities and social sciences, have advocated for 
positive discrimination policies and introduced objectivity in public discourse. 

 Universities are primarily responsible for the inclusion of education among the services, 
the agreements signed under the auspices of the International Labour Organisation, which 
promotes the idea of free trade and free movement of goods, persons and services. 

 It is considered that the current educational model is oriented manufacturer and wants 
to change this: 

- to be centered by student, 
- to be market-driven through a competitive management;  
- to be focused  through a social responsibility. 

 There is a strong desire for widening access to higher education for disadvantaged 
groups, minorities and people with physical disabilities. It should be an important criterion for 
evaluation of universities. The access to online resources is considered in this regard, useful 
tools.   The role of universities is a democratic one, because it encourages upright mobility, 
social ascent that youth, regardless of origin group. 
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 Universities today serve a goal of internationalization in the global community service, 
essential to democracy, acting directly on behalf of the students. 

 Internationalized universities contribute to labor mobility and indirectly supported the 
fight against abuses of the authorities, poor governance and discrimination of any kind. 

  
Conclusions 

  
 The impact of three factors - technology, values and democratic self - led to a 

significant polarization of universities. 
 Experimental and natural science faculties are required to follow the rapid changes, to 

guide and provide public functions, to build competencies for new features of knowledge 
society. 

 The general trend is to reconstruct the polarity between science and conscience, which 
once stirred the spirits of the nineteenth century. 

 The university has grown very much in the second half of the twentieth century and 
continues to grow. 
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Rezumat. Articolul de față încearcă să evidențieze contribuția stretching-
ului la creșterea  performanței, dar și influențele negative induse de acesta. 
Apărut inițial ca simplu mijloc de creștere a amplitudinii mișcării, stretching-ului 
i s-au atribuit nemeritate virtuți, cum ar fi aceea de rol primordial în încălzirea și 
prevenirea accidentărilor, sau în recuperare. El este însă considerat un 
instrument al performanței, deoarece permite refacerea amplitudinii diminuate 
prin folosirea în exces a pregătirii de forță, ușurează ameliorarea calității 
miofibrilelor, permite echilibrarea tensiunilor musculare și regăsirea armoniei 
gestuale. Stretching-ul are poziționări clare în ședința de antrenament și/sau în 
ciclul săptămânal. 

Cuvinte cheie: stretching, competiții atletice, performanță,amplitudine, 
suplețe 

 
Abstract. This paper attempts to highlight the contribution of stretching in 

improving performance, and also itsnegative influences. Originally appearing as 
a simple means of increasing the range of motion, stretching was given 
undeserved virtues, such as that of a leading role in warming up and injury 
prevention, or recovery. It is considered a performanceincreasing instrument 
though, because it allows the recovery of amplitude reduced by excessive use of 
force training, it facilitates the improvement of myofibrillar quality, and allows 
balancing muscular tensions and reclaiming gestural harmony. Stretching has 
clear positioning within a training session and / or a weekly cycle. 

Keywords: stretching, athletic competitions, performance, amplitude, 
flexibility   

 
Introduction 
 
Stretching is being discussed more often in recent years. Stakeholders are those who use 

it all the time but are not that satisfied (which casts doubt on their skill in using it) and those 
who tolerate it (aware of the need for solid evidence on its necessity). 

In this dispute, the potential winner that emerges is stretching technique (which has 
generated some confidence); the body needs to stretch, and animals show us this fact in 
abundance. On the other hand, therapists believe that the role of stretching as a means of 
treatment can be assessed only in combination with other techniques. 

 
Current level reflected in specialized literature 
 
From current literature (which is lagging behind actual practice) and what can be 

observed in athletes everyday sport activities, we can say that stretching is a performance tool, 
but the following two statements are debatable: 
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• stretching is a part of the warm up routine; 
• stretching is an important means of injury prevention; 
 
Covered discussions 
 
Stretching –a performance tool 
Stretching allows the recovery of amplitude (movement) which has decreased as a result 

of using force training. A javelin thrower needs power; if heregularly practices concentric 
contractions, in the end it will lead to him losing thesuppleness of movement muscles, and of 
the antagonists.The athlete will search forways to recover lost length within his body, but at the 
cost of technical mistakes. 

Compensating is a way of drifting apart from pure technique and by that from 
increasing performance. One day, when thebody will be tired, it will not accept these tricks and 
injury will occur; it might seem a bleak picture, but often, when we try to figure out the cause 
of an injury, we find muscles that have been enslaved by intensive workout, that unfortunately 
has not been followed by stretching. 

Stretching facilitates the quality improvementof myofibrils. Needing full force, a 
thrower will use all his muscles, attempting to exploit the efficiency of each one. The great 
pectoral for example, will need all the qualities to fulfill his role in launching the disc, and the 
power ofcontraction depends largely on its flexibility. 

The greater the flexibility of an elastic, the greater the force of its reaction; this 
reasoning applies to muscle as well, which is a kind of living elastic according to Cavagna 
etcoll. (1968), a stretched muscle stores elastic energy (in its elastic components) that is 
released during contraction (a phenomenon known as stretch-expansion cycle). Greater 
amplitude translates to a more consistent stock of elastic energy and therefore a more intense 
muscle contraction (Handel et coll., 1997, McHugh et coll., 1999). This is the principle on 
which we act every time we perform a vertical jump by flexing our legs before pushing into the 
ground. 

Stretching allows the dissipation of muscular tensions within a certain limb or muscle 
chain that are under great stress. During a throw or a jump, some muscles work more than 
others and the resulting tension has negative effects on techniqueby restricting the range of 
motion of the joints. Stretching, by considering all muscles (agonists and antagonists) allows 
compensation for these imbalances and the reclaiming of gesturalharmony. 

Returning to the previous example, in order to give more amplitude and force to his 
movement, thejavelin thrower turns into a spring (bow). The obtained pozition is very strong 
because it produces stretch reflexes within nearly the entire body, and unfairly short since it 
allows elongation for only a fraction of a second. 

Unfortunately, repeating this lumbar hyper-curvingfavors the retraction of spinal 
muscles, with two important consequences - impossibilityof obtaining abiggercurvature when 
the need arises, as well as difficulties in performing the opposite movement. Specialized 
literature warns that compensating will be useful if it is temporary and not permanent. 

As a result of myotatic reflex (stretch reflex), whenever a muscle contracts rapidly, it 
will react, protecting itself. Stretch reflex occurs when the muscle is first stretched at one end. 
It is a defense mechanism that thebody uses to protects its tissue from injury. To gain 
flexibility, it is necessary to disconnect this alarm system, specifically the practice of stretching 
should be slow (inhibiting themyotatic reflex). 

Recent studies show that prolonged stretching decreases the contraction force, also 
reducing the maximum isometric force, one hour after stretching (28% immediately after). 

Pope et coll. (1998) states that stretching aims to increase range of motion (which is 
indispensable to correct technical execution) and should not be performed before training or 
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competition, but after, and in a way that enables the development of flexibility, without 
prejudice to the performance . Therefore, global stretching should be practiced from the first or 
second day after the competition. Thus, in sprinting, the greater the degree of flexion of the leg, 
the more pre-tension the muscles will use (eccentric), allowing concentric contraction that will 
accelerate the runner. Conversely, the more open the angle of the leg is, the lessmuscle pre-
tension, that causes concentric contraction, the athlete uses. 

In conclusion, a slim triceps  will foster a greater concentric contraction, meaning a 
greater thrust from block starts. Obviously, stretching before the start will not be practiced, 
because the muscle will lose its effectiveness and we should not mistake flexibility with 
reactivity. Ideally, both should be at the maximum level, and this is achieved through targeted 
stretching on the muscle chain. 

In explosive trials, performing stretching during the warm updecreases muscle strength, 
reduces reflex activity and performance. Cometti states that the warming up protocol for 
jumping, throwing, sprinting trials, requires the use of minimal stretching. Dynamic 
exercisesshould take priority, and should be performed with the amplitude, speed and power 
the trials impose. 

Stretching – as a means of prevention (only in combination with other techniques) 
Stretching can help prevent injuries, but it is not the most important means of achieving 

this. Such an action may worsen an already locked joint, or if the ankylosis has musculo-
aponeurotic causes, stretching may mask the real problem. Muscles are tensed, stretching may 
reduce stiffness and a new injury can happen anytime. It is thus necessary to employ other 
techniques as well. 

At this point, there is no scientific evidence to confirm that stretching has preventive 
role in muscle injury. 

Many experts feel that stretching has negative effects on recovery. Cometti shows that  
stretching  produces major tension and causes microtraumatisms that can add themselves 
tomicrolesions caused by effort. Therefore it is not recommended as a recovery tool after a 
competition, if it is followed by another in two days. In the context of training, stretching can 
be performed at the end of the meeting as a means to improve joint mobility,but not as a 
method of recovery. And other professionals  adhere to the principles stated above, 
recommending passive  stretching  (which restores elasticity andflexibility for muscles and 
joints). 

 
Conclusions 
 
- prolonged stretching reduces contraction force; 
- in athletic trialsof speed-expansion stretching  is not indicated during the warm up 

routine; 
- stretching that aims to increase range of motion should not be done before training or 

competition, but after them; 
- practiced longterm, stretching is a good way to maintain or improve joint mobility, in 

which case it must be considered atraining method along with others and should beincluded in 
the foundation of a training schedule. 
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